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SUNHWARY

A critkal retie w of literature bearing on the autoignition and
detonation+aw theorie~ of spark-ignition engine knock and cm
the nature of gas uibratio?w?associated with combwtian and knock
results in the conclusion that neither the auto@ ition theory nor
the detonation-ware theory i8 an adequate ezp[anution of 8park-
ignition enp”ne knock. A k-nod theory is proposed, combining
h autoignition and detonation=uxwe theorie8, which introduce8
the idea that the detonation ware decelops in autoignitid or after-
burning gase8 and ascribe8 comparatively low-p”tched hea~
knock8 to autoignitwn but high-pitched pin~”ng knack8 to
detonation wace8 un”ththe possibili~y of combinations of the two
types of hmoek.

Analysis of fie ~hots of knocking +mbustion, taken with the
NACA high-speed motion-p”cture camera at the rate of .@,000
photographs per second rema18 propagation speeds ranging from
3260 to more thun 6600 feet per 8econd. The range of propaga-
tion 8peeds from 3260 to more than 6600 feet per 8econd is held
to be consistent with the propo8ed combined theory but not with
either the simple autoignition theory or the simple detonation-
wace theory.

INTRODUCTION

Knock is one of the most serious limitations on the
performance of the current reciprocatbg aircraft engine.
Even in cases where it is not the primary limitation on per-
formance, knock imposes the most severe requirements upon
the aircraft-engine fuel and Limits the quantity of fuel avail-
able for use in high-performance .aircraf t engines. Knock
has been plaguing the designers and users of spark-ignition
engines in general at least since 18S0 at which time Clerk
suppressed extremely violent knock by use of water (refer-
ence 1). Knock has been the subject of intensive research
by groups in various countries for about 25 yeara.

The past researches on knock have uncovered an immense
amount of information, not only concerning the basic nature
of knock but also concerning the question of what to do
about it. The information avaflable on the basic nature of
knock has led most writers, at least in the United States, to
accept the autoignition theory in preference to aII others.
(Though many titers refer to knock aa “detonation,” they
do not mean to imply that they believe knock is caused by
a detonation wave.) Only a few dissenters (references 2 to
9) have questioned the adequacy of the autoignition theory.
The available information on what should be done about

knock is outside the scope of this paper and is so well known
as to need no retiew here. The available information is
undoubtedly accurate. as far as it goes and is so, extensive
that many practical workera with enginea and fuela even
discount the need for deiinite knowledge as to what knock is.

Probably the most important reason for an exact cletermi-
nation of knock is associated with the fact that little is
definitely known even about the harmfuhwss of knock. As
will be shown in this paper, there are probably more than one
and perhaps even more than two phenomena that are
regarded as knock when they occur in the combustion
chamber. In view of the possibility that these phenomena
may not alI be harmful, it seems urgently desirable to learn
vihich are harmfuI and how to distinguish between one of
the phenomena and another. Aa was pointed out by
Boerlage in 1936 (reference 6), the noise of knock cannot be
regarded too seriously until the harm done has been demon-
strated to be proportional to the noise. In order to distin-
guish between the forma of knock and to know which Nm
harmfuI and which not., the Iogical fit step appears to be
that of learning what the phenomena are and under what
conditions the various phenomena occur.

Other reasona for seeking the true e.splanation of knock
are the possible saving of much labor invoIved in developing
and testing ideas based on a possibly false conception of the
nature of knock, the acquisition of additional fundamental
ImowIedge concerning chemical laws that might prove useful
in other fields, and the possibility, however remote, that
some new and simpler soIution to the knock probIem tight
be suggested.

Next to autoignition, the detonation-wave theory probably
is generally regarded as the most plausible of the many
theories that have been advanced to explain knock. Though
the author and coworkers questioned the adequacy of the
autoignition theory in references 7 to 9, no support for the
de~onation-wave theory is offered in those papers. Later
developments have M the author to believe, however, that a
detonation -wave, or some phenomenon very much like a
detonation wave, actually is involved in the type of knock
most frequently encountered in the modern aircraft engine.
Autoignition also appears to be often invoIved in knock.
This paper presents a combined autoignition and detonation:
wave theory baaed on a study of NACA high-speed photo-
graphs and of the available literature concerning knock,
which we developed at the NACA CleveIand laboratory
during 1944.
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The autoignition and detonation-wave theories of knock
are actuaIIy in agreement in many respects. According to
either theory, knock occurs only after tie flame has traveled
from the spark plug through most of the fuel-air mixture at
a speed ranging from below 50 feet per second to several
hundred feet per second, depending on-engine speed, fuel-air
ratio, and a number of other variables. This speed of 50 to
several hundred feet per second is a low speed with regard
to the tendency to produce shock; it is the normal rate of
burning in noriknocking operation. Again according to
either theory, the shock known SE knock is produced by the
sudden inff ammation of the end gas, the gas that has not
yet been ignited at the time knock occurs by the normal
travel of the flame from the spark plug.

If the end gas is considered as being divided into a very
large number of extremely small cells or increments, it is
clear that no great shock will result from the burning of the
individual increments at widely dif7erent times, however
fast the burning of each increment may be, and it is also
clear that shock wilI not result from the simultaneous burning
of all the increments unless each increment goes through we
burning process within an extremely small time interval.
Shock w-ill result, according to either theory, only if each
increment burns within a very small time intarval and all
increments burn at the same time within a very small limit.
If these two conditions are satisfied, then the end gas does
not have time to expand during the bumjng of the increments
and a high pressure is produced in the end gas relative to the
gas in the other parts of the chamber. The subsequent
expansion of the end gas sets up a violent vibration or system
of standing waves throughout the entire contents of the
combustion chamber. Such a system of standing waves
waa shown to be the cause of audible knock, at least under
certain conditions, by the research reported by investigators
at M.I.T, and at General Motors between 1934 md 1939
(references 10 to 12). Slow-motion pictures of these vibra-
tions taken at 40,0(S0“photographs, or frames, per second were
presented in 1940 (reference 13).

The only point of difference betweeri the autoignition and
detonation tiheories is in the means cd. synchronizing the
ignition of the end-gas incramente, that is, the mechanism
that causes W end-gas increments to burn at the same time
within a small enough limit to cause shock.

The argument presenting the synchronizing mechanism
of the autaignition theory is as follows: Each end-gas
increment will burn explosively when it attains some certain
combination of temperature aid density (or the equivalent
of some particular temperaturedensity history, as s@gested
in reference 14). All end-gas increments are adiabatically
compressed at the same time and at the same rate by the
expansion of the burning gas behind the flame front. All
increments of end gas should therefore reach the critical
combination of temperature and density at which. they will
explode at the same time.

In an rmaly$is of the synchronizing mechanism of the
autoignition theory, the compression of the end gas by the
burning gases shotid be considered to be accomplished by
an irbite series of sound waves. A given condition of
temperature and density should therefore be expected to

travel through the end gas from the burning zone at the
speed of. sound. The combination of twnpcrature and
density in any end-gas increment may be oxprcascd as somo
function F, so defined that each end-gas incremcmt will
explode when F=Fti+ c?,the term 6 representing an elrnwnt
of uncertainty due to random variation in the behavior of
the end-gas increment or. to random inhomogcncit its. Tho
value of F in each end-gas increment will incremc by au
amount equal to 26 in some time interval ~. Now, if r is
not greater than the order of the time int+xval # required
for a sound wave to pass through the unignitcd end gas,
then it .ahould be expected that autoignition would tako
place as an explosive reaction traveling through the unig-
nited end gas at least at the speed of sound, It wouhi not
take place as a simultaneous reaction throughout t.ha end
gas because the end~s .jncrernents nearer to the normal
burning zone would reach the condition F=F,,+ 8 progres-
sively earlier than the end-gas increments farther from the
normal burning zone. The explosive reaction wouId con-
stitute some kind of explosive wave, if not an actual dr[ona-
tion wa~e. This wave might travel too slowly to produce
shock and to be regarded as a true detonation wave. Ob-
viously, however, the leas shock the wave produced, tho less
the knocking sound heard outside the engine.

If ~ is assumed to be much greater thti.n the order. of r’,
then autoignition should be expected to de~elop homogen~
ously throughout the encl zone because only tm insignifimnt
fraction of the end-gas increments mmr the normal burning
zone -would reach the condition F=F= + 3 earlier thun the
end-gas increments far from the normal burning zone; in
general the increments far from the normal burning zone
would reach the cmdition F=Fm + ~ during the same period
of time as the increments near the normal burning zone.
The pressure built up by the combustion of tlw end gas,
however, is relieved also by an infinite series of souml waves.
Consequently, if 7 is many times greater than the order of
the time_ interval r“ required for a sound wave to pass
through the autoigniting end gas, the pressure in tlw end
gas wouId be relieved many times during the poceas of auto-
ignition and shock wouId not occur.

The magnitude of the time interval r app&ntly must lie
within a range somewhat greater thau T’but not many times
greater than r “ if knock is to be caused by a homogeneous
autoigqitjon of the end gas. Above t% rangg of values for
~ no shock can occur; be~ow this range of values the auto-
ignition must occur as something simiIar h a detonation
wave and becoming more and more like a detonation wave
as the knock intensity increases. (lKnocks of Wlercnt
intertzity can occur with the same end-zone volume accord-
ing to unpublished NACA photographic records.) Tho
time interval T“ i a variable for different stages of tho
homogeneous autoignition process ml reachw n m-due
much less than r’ during the later stages of the proccss~
The range Of VdUf3SOf ~ greatSr than T’hfJ IIOt many tiIUC9
greater than /’ must therefore be quite narrow.

Autoignition, either as a detonation wave or as a homo-
geneous reaction with r slight,ly greater than T’, scorns a very
pkusible synchronizing mechanism. Beforo it is accepted
:.onclusively, however, the available evidence should bo
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carefully studied as ta whether it actually is an adequate
synchronizing mechanism. The evidence should also be
investigated as to whether autoignition of the individual
gas increments proceeds to completion within a short enough
time interval to produce shock. A considerable amount of
evidence esists against aut@uition as the sole cause of the
standing -waves of knock on both counts, as w-N be discussed
in the later parts of thk paper.

The synchronizing mechanism postulat~d by the detona-
tion-wave theory is an intense compressive shock wave that
travels through the end gas at supersonic velocity. Each
gas increment is ignited probably by the combination of the
sudden intense compression occurring in the shock front, the
action of chain carriers in the shock front, and the radiation
of heat from the shock front. The entire combustion, or
some definite stage of the combustion, of each gas increment
is presumed to occur in the shock front and to release a
large amount of energy immediately behind the shock front.
The energy released by the gas increments immediately
behind the shock front maintains the high pressure required
to propagate the shock front through the charge. Such a
phenomenon, being an intense shock wave, would obviously
set up vibration of the gases throughout the combustion
chamber.

The photographs of knocking combustion te-ken at the
~NACA Laboratories at the rate of 40,000 frames per second
have been diflicult to interpret because of the focal-plane-
shutter effect of the camera (reference 15). -& examination
of @ure 5 of reference 16 shows the possible development
of a det onat ion wave as modified by the focd-plane-shutt er
action. In order ta aid interpretation of this qualitative
consideration, a quantitative forrmda for determining propa-
gation rates from the higb+peed photographs was developed,
the foca.1-plane-ahutt-er effect being taken into account. The
quantitative formula could be appJ.ied to onIy a small per-
centtige of the photographic shots because of the absence of
necessary reference points in most cases. In five cases,
however, where the formula could be applied it has given
knock propagation speeds as great as or greater than the
speed of sound in the burned gases. The development of
the formula and its application to the five cases, aIl taken
from previous NACA reports, are presented in the second
part Of DISCUSslO~ AND ANALYSIS.

The conclusion that knock, in at least five cases, involves
a disturbance traveling at the speed of sound or faster led to
a reexamination of the literature for evidence for and
against both autoignition and detonation as the cause of
knock. This examination of previous IiteratureJ incIuding
the previous NACA reports, Ied to the conclusion that both
autoignition and detonation waves are involved in knock.
The mechanism responsible for the initiation of the det ona-
tion wave has not been included within the scope of the
paper. The literature review is presented in the first part of
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS. References are made, in
general, only to such literature as has a direct bearing on the
arguments presented; no attempt has been made to include
a complete bibliography covering the subject of knock.
An attempt. was made, in the conduct of the retiew, to
examine all photographic evidence available. The references

incIuded in this paper, together with their own references and
bibliographies, shouId form a fairly complete bibliography
with the exception of possible vvork done during war years,
which is not yet avaiIabIe.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Throughout the present paper the folIowing terms are
used with the meanings indicated:

knock-Any type of reaction occurring within the combus- ._
tion-chamber contents and producing objectionable noise
outside the engine but not including the phenomenon of
early combustion caused by too-early spark timing or by
early ignition from a hot spot.

expIosive knock reaction-A speci6c reaction observed in
ATACA photographs of knocking combustion, taken. at
40,000 frames per second, usually appearing instantaneous
when the photographs are projected at the normal rate
of 16 frames per second and coinciding chronologically
with the onset of gas vibrations as seen in the photographs.
(This reaction, being regarded as one form of knock, will
sometimes be referred to simply as ‘knock” when the
context makes the meaning clear.)

flame front-The continuously changing surface that sepa-
rates uninflated parts of the cylinder charge from the
burning parts of the charge that have been ignited by the
advance of the flame from the spark plug.

autoignition-spontaneous burning in any part of th~
cylinder charge not caused by a spark, by contact with a
flame front, or by contact with a hot spot, and including
not onIy the initiation of burning but the entire process
of burniug resulting from the spontaneous ignition.

shock wav~h intense compressive wave, traveling through
gas at supersonic velocity, the front of such wave consti-
tuting an abrupt increase or practical discontinuity in
temperature, density, and velocity of the gas.

detonation wave-A type of wave often observed in long
tubw consisting of a. shock -wave traveIing through a gas
or a gas mixture and causing a reaction of the gas in the
shock front, such reaction releasing energy immediately
behind the shock front, the energy so released serving to
maintain the pressure needed behind the shock front to
propagate the -wave.

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

ARGUMENTFOE CObIBINEDAUTOIGNIYTONANDDETONATION-WAVE
THEORYOFKNOCKBASEDONPUBLISHEDWORK

OFVAIUOUSINVZSLTGATORS

The autoigniti& theory.-The autoignition theory of
knock was suggested by Ricardo in 1919 (reference 17).
Two years Iater TVoodbury, Lewis, and Canby of the du Pent
Laboratories (reference 18) presented streak photographs of
combustion in a bomb, taken by the method of Mallard and
Le C’hatelier (reference 19), and drew conclusions favoring
the autoignition theory. These du Pent investigators seem
to have regarded the detonation-wave theory as the one
having had general credence up to that time. From an
anaIysis of their streak photographs and from consideration
of various facts reported by previous investigators they
conducted that “the possibility of detonation under such
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conditions [conditions existing in the engh cylinder] ap-
pears exceedingly remote.” After mentioning that detona-
tion is set up in a closed cylinder of small dimensions only
with great difficulty they further stated: “On the other
hand, autoignition of the high-density gases ahead of the
flame front occurs over a wide range of fuel mixtures and
conditions [in their tests] and gives a sudden development of
pre3sure similar, in our opinion, to that charact.erktic of a
knocking explosion, It is possibIe that this autoigniti.o.n
may set up detonation [a detonation wave] in some cases,
thereby acting as an intermediate stage in knocking. Our
experiments have not been carried to a definite conclusion,
and present data do not warrant presentation of autoigni-
tion as a positive explanation for knocking. It is our feel-.
ing, however, that i~formation at hancl favors more strongly
the theory of autoignition of the high+ ensity gases aheacl of
the flame front than that of detonation [the detonation
wave].”

In 1936 Withrow and Rassweiler (refeence 20) presented
some excellent photographs of knocking combustion that
showed the development of autoignition in the end gas.
These photographs, tuken at the rate of 2250 frames per
second, greatly increased the already existing co~dence.. in
the autoignition theory. They were taken at too low a rate
to show a detonation wave, however, even though such a.
wave might actually have occurred after the autoignition
that was photographed.

The autoignition theory, with the additional assumption of
preflmne chain reactions, has the advantage of explaining
and cm.relating many of the known facts concerning knock,
During the period 1939 to 1945, however, urgent need for a
modification of the simple autoignition theory of knock has
been shown by photographs of lmocl+g combustion taken
at the rate of 40,000 .fraw es per second with the hTACA high-
speed motion-picture camera. The fiat of these photo-
graphs, presented in 1940 and 1941 (references 13 and 16),
showed a reaction completed in 50 microseconds or less. The
authora believed that this reaction.was th~ true kgoc.k reaction
because they could see in the projected motion pictures that
this reaction occurred at the same time w the beginning of the.
violent vibration of the gases, which by then had come to be
regarcled as an indication of knock. Later NACA tests (ref-
erence 8) showed thut this extremely quick reaction did occur
simultaneously with the beginning of the vibrations. Serruys
had previously concluded that knock generally occupies a
time interval less than 100. microseconds in reference 21 and,
on a basis more in harmony with the standing-wave concept of
knock, in reference 22. Considerations presented in the pres-
ent paper have caused the author to ab~don the exclusiveness
of the concept %ue knock reaction.” The reaction will
hereinafter be referred to as the “explosive knock reaction.”

The need for a rnodi.fw.ation of the autoignition theory of
knock lies in the fact that the evidqms available in the
literature indicates autoignition requires for its completion a
time interval of an entirely higher order than the 50 micro-
seconds involved in the explosive knock reaction, even under
conditions of severity approaching those of the modern air-
craft engine. The previously mentioned photographs of
reference 20 clearly show brightiy luminous autoignition

occupying a time interval of the order of 1000 microseconds.
H~h-spe@l photographs presented in reference 9 have shown
autoignition flames slowly propagating themselves from
point to point throughout the end gas before the explosive
knock reaction occurs; and another high-spead photograph
in reference 16 has shown autcignit.ion developing slowly and
simultaneous~y in all parts of th end gas bc.fore the oc.c-ur-
rence of the explosive knock reaction. The autuignitions
shown in the photographs of references 9 and 10, prcccding
the explosive knock reactkn, occupied time intervals ranging
from 500” to 1250 microseconds. Streak pl~otographs were
published as early as 1911 by Dixon and coworkers (refer-
ences 23 and 24) showing slow autoignition in glass tubes
resulting from quick compression, This autoignit ion pro-
gressed at a rate comparable with the rates of the auto-
ignitions shown in references 9, 16, and 20.

The evidence showing that autuignition occupies a time
interval of a higher order than 50 microseconds is not the
only reason for believing simple autoignition to bo an in-
adequate explanation of knock. Many investigations have
shown that autoig@ion can occur without causing markcci
gas vibrations, w~lch are probably the bcs&known-characim-
is tics of knock in the pre.sentday spark-ignition engine.
These ggs vibrations, if they occur, are visible in streak
photographs Laken by the me~hod of l~allaiti and Le
Chatelier (reference 19] as.a seriw of bright bands extending
across the photograph in a direction perpendicular to tlw
direction of film movement. The gas vibrations also cause
osc.iIIations in pressure-time records.

Some @cellent streak photographa presented by Vi’ithrow
and Boyd” (referenco 25) are examples of nonvibratory au Lo-
ignition in the engine cylinder. These General Motors in-
vestigati~; statad that both the pressure-timo records and
the flamelra,ces show that the autoignition required 2° to 5°
of oranlcshaft rotation (400 to 1000 microscc) for its com~
pletion. Figures 11 to 1(3 of reference 25 clearly show the
flame front traversing the greater part of the chamber a-t the
normal rate and show the end gas then being consumed at a
much higher rate. All of the9e figures except figure 14, how-
ever, reveal not the slightest indication of gtis vihrat ions.
It is difficult to conclude from t.hti printed picture of flguro 14
whether there ia any evidence of vibrations. Moreover, tho -
pressure-time records of figures 11 to 16 show no cvidencc of
gas vibrations. Though audible gas vibrations probably did
not occ~-h the tests of reference 25, some @d of disturbing
noise surely must have occurred, as is discussed in this pfipcr
in the section entitled “Detonation-wave and auto ignition
theories .gcn-pbined.”

Tha authors of reference 25 did not comment on the ab-
sence of gas vibrations. Up to about the time of the writing
of that paper (1931), gas vibrations did not seem to have Iwcn
regardecl_as a usual feature of knock. The only recognized
criterion of knock as seen in pressure-time rceords appears to
have be.ensimply a sharp increase ~il the rati of pressure rise.”
In 1932 ~assweiler and Withrow prwcntcd in rcfcrcncc 26
streak photographs clearly showing the gas vibrations; and”
in 1934. they showed that the vibrations m seen in t.hc
photographs coincided, cycle by cycle, with flucbmt.ions
shown on the pressure-time records (refcrcncc 11).
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V’oodbury, Lewis, and Canby in 1921 did not regard the
gas vibrations as being associated with knock, for in the
previously quoted passage from reference 13 they concluded
on the basis of their own experiments that autcignition of the
high-density gases dumd of the flame front gives a sudden
development of pressure similar, in their opinion, to that
characteristic of a knocking explosion. The pressure-time
tracw presented in reference 18 for the cases of autoi=~ition
referred ta showed, in general, no gas vibrations but onIy a
sharp increase in rate of pressure rise near the end of com-
bustion. Almost without reception the streak photographs
also showed no trace of gas vibrations; the exception was with
ether-air mixtures. lVith initial temperature of 150° C ancl
initial pressure of 65 pounds per square inch neither the
flame trace nor the pressure-time trace for an ether-air
mixture showed any sign of gas vibrations, whereas -with the
same initial temperature ancl with an initial pressure of 75
pounds per square inch both the flame trace and the pressure-
time trace showecl the gas vibrationa with agreement in
frequency. The change that occurred in the phenomena
studied in a bomb by these investigators, when pw+ing from
65 pounds per square inch to 75 pounds per square inch with
ether-air mi~ture at 150° C, appears to correspond to the
change in the recognized criterion of spark-ignition engine
knock that developed in the early 1930’s.

JNOparticular note appea~ to have been made in the litera-
t ure of the change in the recognized criterion of knock that
developed in the early 1930’s. Sufhcient data do not appear
to be available at this time to explain the clu+nge or to indi-
cate whether it was a real change caused by altered engine
design and altered fuels or an apparent change developing
with the securing of more extensive data..

In 1939 (reference 27) Boyd compared a streak photograph
of autaignition without gas vibrations (@. 10 of reference 27,
same as fig. 16 of reference 25) and a streak photograph of
autoignition with gas vibrations (fig. M of reference 27, same
as fig. 10 of reference 26). He very reasonably regarded the
case of figure 12 as in-robing a much more violent knock
than the case of figure 10. Examination of figures 10 and 12
of reference 27, however, discloses that the end zone was
of nearly the same size in the two cases at the time the
aut oignition, or bock, occurred. The comparison therefore
indicates that the violence of knock or at least the violence
of the gas vibrations is not dependent on the size of the auto-
igniting end zone.. 3foreover, NACA high-speed photo-
graphs have shown plainly visible gas vibrations in cases
where the end zone, if any existed at the time of start of the
gas vibrations, was too small even to be seen in the photo-
graphs (references 7 and 8).

Other streak photographs showing autoignition without,
trace of gas vibrations may be found in references 28 to 30.
The most striking examples of this phenomenon, however,
are to be found in the work of Duch6ne (reference 31). In
this work many streak photographs are presented of combus-
tion, with spark ignition, in a bomb equipped with a piston
providing mmprwsion by a blow from a heavy pendulum.
Many of these flame traces show a sudden darkening extend-
ing entirely across the trace, -which Duch6ne considered as
indicative of a detonation wave. Only three of the records,

however, 21, 35, and 36, show any trace of gas tibrgfio~.
In most cases the darkening is quite difluse instead of prgc-
tically instantaneous, as it. should be if caused by a detonation
wave. The records all distinctly show slow autoignition
preceding the sudden darkening. The fraction of the total
charge involved in the nonvibratory aut.oignition in the cliffer-
ent. records covers the entire range from near zero to practi&_
ally the entire charge. Gas vibrations should not, of course,
be expected from simultaneous autoignition of the entke
charge at constant. vohune. Records 23, 28, 29, and 31 of
reference 31, however, clearly show aubignition of about half
the contents of the chamber without any trace of vibrations.

The ina.dequac.y of simple autoignition as rm explanation of
the phenomenon of knock has been clearly reccgmized by some
investigators. In 1928 MaxweLI and TVheeler (reference 2)
reported frequent.ly observing autoignition flame, with 50–50
mixtures of pentane and benzene in a bomb, starti& from
the far end of the cylinder and progressing back to meet t&___
spark flame. They reported that explosione in which this
phenomenon occurred -were no louder than usual and that the
pressure records showed no unusual features. They con-
cluded, in consequence, that such an ignition of ugburnt——.. .
residual mixture is not likely w be the cause of a “pinking”
explosion in an engine cylinder. The same investigators
stated in reference 3: “Our objection to the ‘autoignition’
theory is that, when such ignitions occur during an explosion
in a closed cylinder (e. g., Figs. 2 and 5), the explosion is no
more violent than in their absence. Moreover, what we
have termed a ‘pink’ in our cylinder, because it so closely
resembles the pink in an engine cylinder, is obtained most
commordy without the occurrence of ‘autoiggition’ .“

In 1935 Egerton, Smith, and Ubbelohde (reference 4), b-‘-
discussing the -work of other irrrestigators, stated: “‘Auto-
ignition,’ i.e. i@tion in a region of the gas prior to the arrival —---
of the flame front, was observed both in the knocking zo~e
and elsewhere, but does not necessarily give rise to the knoc!c-
ing type of combustion, though ib was supposed that the high
rate of combustion in the knocking zone ~vas due to autoig-
nition within it.”

In 1936 Boerlage (reference 6) in discussing @e results of
his own streak photographs stated: ‘mat surprised us,

——

however, in the results obtained with the test engine, E= the
relatively slow character of the combustion due to autoigni-
tion. The development of the second center of i~tion was _.
at all points similar to the progression of the primary flame
due to the spark. The ‘simultaneous’ combustion of the
‘end gas’ which we have believed responsible for the knock,
thus seems to be reduced to the rather calm development of a
secondary center of ignition.” He further stated: ‘t. . . the
velocity of the secondary flame front is practically equal
at each instant to that of the primary flame front. lVe have
never been able to make out any speecl equal to the speed of
sound, but at most, speeds of 150 metem per second, and
these only in the case of excessive detonation [knock]. In
the case of slight detonation J@ock] the speeds do not attain
even half this figure. . . . The pressure diagrams show only
moderate pressure rises, and this is still another indirect
proof of the fact that the speeds of the flames are relatively
low and remain much bdovr the speed of sound. ‘i’Tehave
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not succeeded in demonstrating the existence of extreme locrd
pressures.”

The investigations mentioned have shown beyond possible
doubt that autoignition can, and in many cases actuaIIy
does, occur too sIowly to cause the gas vibrations charac-
teristic of knock. This fact does not prove that autoignition
cannot, under any conditions, occur quickIy enough to cause
the gas vibrations. It does, however, preclude the possi-
bility of regarding the occurrence or nonoccurrence .of
autoignition as a criterion for the occurrence or nonoccurrence
of the type of knock characterized by gas vibrations. A
diflerent criterion must be sought, either the occurrence of
autoignition at a rate above some critical value or the
occurrence of some other phenomenon.

Indeed the criterion of autoignition at a rate above some
critical value seems to be precluded by the NACA photo-
graphs of references 9 and 16, for in these cases slow auto-
ignition was seen to occur, followed by the much faster
reaction that set up the gas vibrations. In this connection
it should be noted that some investigators (references 14
and 32) have regarded the apparent autoignition shown in
reference 16 as a preflame reaction, The slow- apparent
autoignitions shown in reference 9, however, are more
difiicult to explain as preflarne reactions because they prop-
agate themselves from point to point in the same manner
and at about the same speed as a normal flame.

The available literature, as reviewed in this section,
points to the conclusion that some phenomenon other than
simple autoignition must be sought as the cause of the gas
vibrations associated with knock in the modern spark-
ignition engine.

The detonation-wave theory,—The occurrence” of a deto-
nation wave in a bomb or a knocking engine is not supported
by any such abundance of direct experinmntal evidence as
the occurrence of autoignition. This fact is, of -coume,
readiIy explained by the considers tion that the detonation
wave, being a many times fast w phenomenon than auto-
ignition, requires very much more powerful methods for its
detection. A very important consideration in favor of the
detonation wave as the. e.qdanation of gas vibrations is the
unquestionable fact that it would cause gas vibrations if it
did occur, whereas it has been shown that simple autoignition
does not necessarily cause the vibrations when it occurs.

LMany writers have long been strongly opposed to the
detonation-wave theory of knock, principally becausa it is
very di.tlicult to set up detonation waves in containers as
small as an engine cylinder, or indeed in hydrocarbon-air
mixtures at all, and because many variables have unlike
effects on the tendency of a combustible charge to knock in
an engine and to develop a detonation wave in a tube.

In 1936 the Russian investigators Sokolik and Voinov
(reference 5) furnished direct experimental evidence of
propagated combustion, as contrasted with the concept of
simultaneous autoignition, traveling through the end zone
in a knocking engine at the correct speed to be regarded as a
detonation wave. This evidence is in. the form of streak
photographs for which a sufficiently highlllrn “speed was used
to resolve the slope of the luminosity front cleveloped by
the detonation wave. It is unfortunate” fiat this work has

not, in the past few years, received more carcf~ll considera-
tion. Th~ photographs of %kolik and Voinov wcro taken
through a narrow window extending “across the combustion
chamber in the direction of the flume travel. The results
show the flame traversing the greater part of the chamber aL
a mean velocity usuaIIy less than 20 meters per second! then
traversing the remaining part of the chamber at a velocity
of the order of 2000 meters per second,

The photographs of Sokolik and Voinov are, of course,
open to the criticism that they show the performance of only
a narrow zone in the combustion chamber. For this reason,
the illusion of a detonation wave traveling at 2000 metem”
per second could have been caused by a much slomr auto-
ignition traveling through the end gas at n consid crablc angle
to the visible zone. Such an illusion should not bc ~spiwtcd
“tmbe consistent throughout many records. The authors of
reference 5, however, do not state how many records lhey
studied,

NACA high-speed motion pictures of knock (rcfcrenccs 7
and 8) hate suggested that the explosive knock reaction
does not necessarily originate in the flame front but tlm~ it
originates at random anywhere within the normal flame or
the autoigniting end gas. For this reason NACA investi-
gators haye been slow to accept the results of SokoIik and
Voinov as having general validity, suspecting that some
difference in test conditions may have caused a Lype of
knocking phenomenon to occur in their work diflwcnt from
any knocking phenomenon that has been found in the
NACA inyestigatioiis.

Intermediate flame velocity, —Intermediate behveen the
S1OWautoignition found by various investigators and the
detonation-wave velocity determined by the authors of
reference 5 is the finding by Schnauffer (reference 33) of
a speed of 265 to 300 meters per second for tlm travel of a
flame thrcmgh the end zone in knock. S&muff er made this
determination by means of ionization gaps mountwl in
different parts of the combustion chamber. The iortizat.ion
current across the successive gaps was amplified and used LO
light neog=bulbs. The time interval between t.hc lighting
of the successive bulbs was measured by tho record of the
bulbs on a photosensitive drum rotating at high speed.

Flame travel at 265 to 300 meters per second through tin
end zone 2 to 3 centimeters long woukl be almost fast tnough
to satisfy the 50-microsecond limitation imposed by the
photographs of reference 16, and such a rate of flame travel
might thec~fore very welI be regarded as a satisfactory mum
of the explosive knock reaction. Note should bo made, how-
ever, that tb e speed of 265 to 300 rne.hxs per second has not
been veri6ed by other investigators. Schnauffer (lid not
indicate how many ionization gaps were used in the nctwd
knocking zone to determine the velocity of 265 to 300 meters
per second. Examination of the pattern of the gap locutions
as shown in the figures of reference 33 indicates either that
the velocity was determined from the time interval between
ionization of only two gaps or that t.]w distanre o vcr which
the velocity was measured was much greater than 2 or 3
centimeteti, in which case the 50-microsecond limitation
was not satisfied. Measurement of rate of flume travel on
the basis of the time interval between ionization of two gaps
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m would not be valid in case of any type of g-redly accelcnated
react ion in the end gas. In such-& case-the ~ormal flare e
travel through an indeterminate fraction of the distance
between the last two gaps wotid be erroneously treated as
the flame travel across the entire distance; the result would
be a meaningkss velocity.

In reference 33 Schnauffer showed oscillograph records of
the ionization currents produced both by the normal flame
and the knock reaction in the end zone. The oscillograph
records for the two types of combustion look very much alike.
Hastings (reference 34) has shown, with the vibratory type
of knock, that the tot.al time interval throughout which
ionization currents are measurable in the end gas is only a
small fraction of the time interval throughout which the
ionization currents are measurable in the earlier-burned parts
of the cyIinder charge. The similarity in the oscillograph
tm.ces of Schnauffer’s work therefore indicates that he was
dealing with simple autoignition, not vibratory knock.

The nature of gas vibrations.-Many investigators have
shown the occurrence of gas vibrations in bombs and in
engine cylinders, both by photography and by pressure-time
records. ‘iVhen the vibrations were first observed on indi-
cator records, the quest-ion was raised whether they were not
natural vibrations of the indicator set up by the blow of
knock. Undoubtedly in many cases of simple autoignition
this explanation was correct. Ii this corm ection the observa-
tion by SchnaufTer in 1931 (reference 35) is of interest. with
the ionization-gap method he found apparently si.nmkmeous
ignition of end gas amounting b approxim~tely 50 percent of
the entire cylhder charge; the indicator record showed no
vibrations but only a sharp increase in rate of pressure rise.
SchnaufTer commented: “Figures 4 and 5 show that with a
pressure indicator snflkiently free of inertia it is very well
possible to record the lmocking blow without the appearance
of pressure oscilkt.ions. It is thereby demonstrated that the
oscillations are not pressure oscillations.” ‘fThen V?ithrow
and Rassweiler in 1934 (reference 11) showed a precise
agreement between the oscilIat,ions recorded by an indicator
and the b~ght bands on a streak photograph of the combus-
tion, it was no longer possible to doubt the validity of the
vibrations recorded by the best indicators.

Examination of the published records of gas vibrations in
bombs and in engine cylinders reveals that with compara-
tively slow-burning mixtures such es are used in the spark-
ignition engine these vibrations are gen erdy of two types:
with the tit type. the first cycle of vibration recorded has a
Isrger amplitude than my of the later vibrations and the
decay of the vibrations is graduaI; with the second type both
the build-up and the decay of the vibrations are gradual.
A detonation wave, by definition, would cause the first type
of vibration but not the second. with autoignition rnIed out
as a cause of the first type of vibration, the detonation wave
is probably the only lmown physical phenomenon that
couId cause it. This type of vibration w-N therefore be re-
ferred to hereinafter, for convenience, as the” detonation-
wave” type of vibration. Among the many investigations
that have shown the detonation-wave type of gas vibration
in bombs or engine cylinders, either photographically or by

means of pressure in dioators, are those of references 5, 7, 8,
11, 16, 18, 22, 26, 27, 30, 36 (fig. 6), 37, and 38.

The type of vibration having a gradual build-up obviously
requires a gradual feeding in of energy over a period of many
cycles. This gradual feeding in of energy could occur only
if the vibrations themselvw affeckd the local rates of combus-
tion, or energy release, in such manner as to speed up the
combustion in the high-pressure regions relative to the 10w-
pressure regions. Such an effect would cause any slight
acc.idental vibration to become self-amplifying. The cause
of an accidental vibration is not hard to fid. Ignition at
a point in a vessel will unavoidably send forth a pressure
wave which, after reflection from the far wall, will return to
the point of ignition and may speed up the combustion upon
its arrival. Smders and Brown at the University of Michi-
gan (reference 36) found that a very pronounced occurrence
of this type of vibration could be eliminated by shortening
their spark commutator contact so as to decrease the int+m-
sity of the pressure disturbance at ignition. The type of
gas vibration having a gradual build-up wilI be referred to
hereinafter as the “vibratory-combustion” type of vibra-
tion.

The possibility, of course, exists that the inertia and damp-
ing characteristics of a pressure indicator might cause it to
indicate a gradual buiId-up of vl%rations even though the
gas vibrations actually were of the detonation-wave type,
part.icularly in cases where the vibration frequency is nearly
the same as the natural frequency of the indicator. The
failure of such spurious records to occur in practice, however,
is indicated by the fact that all the records to be found in
the literature fall very distinctly into tbe detonation-wave
or the vibratory-combustion type; there is apparently no
middle ground. A middle gro@d would be expected when
the detonation-wave type of vibration is modified by a
pressure indicator with only sIightly too much inertia to
produce a faithful record.

The vibratory-combustion type of vibration, as should be
expected, generally occurs in fairly long cylindrical bombs,
in which the natural frequency is comparatively low and tbe
total time of flame traveI is comparatively long. Under such
conditions this type of vibration may occur without any
evidence of autoiggtion, hot-spot ignition, or any other
type of combustion except the normal flame from the ignit-
ing spark, as in the previously mentioned work at the
University of Michigan (reference 36, figs. 5, 7, and 13).

Gas titrations of the vibratory-combustion type in bombs
have also been shown by Hunn and Brown (reference 39),
Kirliby and lVheeler (reference 40), Imrent.zen (reference 41),
Duch(!ne (reference 31), T?awrziniok (reference 42), and
KochIing (reference 43). The photographs of reference 40
show how the vibratory combustion requires a bomb of
considerable length. In reference 41 Ikrentzen pointed out
that the vibrations, which he apparently believed were
caused by the same phenomenon as knock in the engine
cylinder, could not have been caused by detonation because
they set in before the attainment of maximum pressure.
The vibrations of reference 31 (records 21, 35, and 36) are
of particular interest because they developed long after the

--
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charge had been completely infktmecl, yot they appear to
have been built up gradually. The work of reference 42
showecl gradual build-up not only of the vibrations in a
bomb but also of the air vibrations outside a knocking engine.
IL is possible, however, that the forced vibrations of the
engine wah built up gradually ewm with a detonation-wave
type of gas vibration in t~le combustion chamber. The
gradual build-up of the air vibrations m this case was very
rapid as compared with the build-up of the gas vibrations
in the bomb; in fact., this case seems to he the middIe ground
that is lacking in indicator records exposecl directly to gas
vibrations within the combustion chamber.

The work of Maxwell and W%celcr (references 2,3, and.44)
seems unique in the fact that they appear to have encoun-
tered both vibratory combustion and the detonation-wave
type of vibration in the same explosion, the one occurring
just before the end of the flame travel ancl the other just
after the flame front reached the far wall of the bomb.
There seems to be no reason, however, why the two types of
vibration shouId not occur, one after the other in the same
combustion cycle. Moreover, two independent vibrations
each of the detonation-wave type can be set up one after the
other in the same combustion cycle, as was shown in refer-
ence 9.

The very excellent streak photographs by Payman and
Titman (reference 45) are probably not pertinent to the
present discussion because .tiey involve onIy much faster-
burning mixtures than are ordinarily used in spark-ignition
engines. Inasmuch as pressure-time records are not in-
clucled with the photographs of reference 45, any discussion
of the type of vibration set up by the phenomena shown in
those pictures would be only speculation.

Detonation-wave and autoignition theories combinedt—
The foregoing discussion clearly indicates a neecl for some
kind of combination of the detonation-wave and autoignition
theories of knock, inasmuch as the occurrence of both auto-
ignition and an apparent detonation wave has been demon-
strated in the knocking engine. The combined theory
proposed herein requires an affirmative decision on the con-
troversial question as to whether afterbuming takes place in
a volume of gas for a considerable time after the flame front
has passed through that -rohme of gas, or after the entire
volume of gas has become inflamed through autoignitio.n.
For the purpose of this discussion “afterburning” will be
understood to mean continued oxidation of combustible or
any other reaction that causes continued spontmeous
expansion of gases or pressure increase at constant. vohme.

If the concept is accepted of a body of end gas inflamed
throughout its entire vohune by autoignition, then it would
seem reasonable that under severe conditions such an inflamed
body of gas might be highly susceptible to the propagation
of a detonation wave and that a detonation wave traveling
through the inflamed body of gas might be the immediate
result of autoignition. Such a high susceptibility to the
detonation wave might be caused not only by the high
temperature within the inflamed gases but by high concentra-
tions of molecular fragment9 that might be of importance in
the propagation of the detonation wave. If the possibility
of a cletmmtion wave traveling through a body of gas pre-

viously inflamed by autoignition is uccwptccl, iLseems almost
necessary also to accept. the possibility of such a wave travel-
ing through a body of gas in which afterl.)urning is taking
place behind the normal flame fro~t. In this mmmcr a
detonation wave could develop without autoignition afLer
the entire contents of the combustion chamber had been
ignited by the normal flame front. Largrr volurncs of
inflamed gas at any one instant would be expected, howover,
with autoignition than without aut.oignition; tlmrcfore., a
detonation wave should be .expectcd to dcv.elop principnlIy
in the autiigniting end gas rather than in aftcrburning gas
behind the flame front.

Concerning the possibiIit.y of burning after pussagc of the
flame front through a body of gas, J7ithrow and Rasswcilcr
(reference 28) concluded thnt the spectrum of tho a.ftwglow
emitted by such supposedly afterburning gas is @ same as
that emitted during the CO– 0, reaction and caused by
active CC), 02, COZ, or OS molecules. They suggested tlML
the IL+ C02@CO+ H20 reaction is in cquilibriurn af M the
flame front has passed and that the afterglow is &Ic to a
readjustment of the equilibrium when the pressure and
consequently the temperature arc increased. TIMy remarked:
“TIM distribution of intensity of the aftwglow throughout
the combustion chamber accords well with tho idea that tho
emission is by carbon dioxide heated by the increase- in
pressure brought about by combustion of the rest of Lho
charge.’:

The suggestion that afterglow is ent.ircIy caused by re~
adjustment of equilibrium due to comprmsion does not swrn
compatible with the results of Stevcus’ work at the Nat ionnl
Bureau of Standards with a soap-bubble bomb, in which no
appreciable compression of t.ho earlier-burned gas by the
later-burned gas was possible. Stevens’ streak photographs
in mfer~ca 46 to 4S show very comiderable afterglow. On
the other hand, two of his photographs, showu both in
reference49 and reference 50, show only the trticc of thu
luminouwflame front without afterglow.

Other souncl explanations of the tifterglow may c+st inde-
pendent .of the concept. of afterburning, but the possibility
of other explanations only precludes usc of the afterglow M
support for the af terburning hypothesis; that is, the possi-
bility of such explanations may not be regarded as strong
evidence against afterburning.

Lewis and von Elbe (rcferencc 51) havo regarded Slcvens’
results (references 48 and 49) as wvidencc against the concept
of afterl.mrning, stating “. . . thousands of explosions . . .
failed to reveal the slightest indication of further cxpansioq
of the burned sphere after the flume M trawled moss t.hc
entire gas mixture.” If close measurcrncnts are nmde on
&ure 2 :~ reference 46 and figure 2 of rcfermw 4S, it seems
questionable whether a positive st.atemcn~ can bo made tlmt
these @rces show not even the slightest con(.inucd expansion
of the lugnnous zone after the constant-velocity cqmnsion of
the spherical she]] of flame had come to m end. (~h(! end of
tlhc constant-velocity expansion of the flame shell seems to bc
the only means of determining from the photographs whcu
the flamg_’?lad traveled across the ent irc gas mixt urc.”) I-n
one of the flame traces of figure 4 of reference 50, in which 1110
afterglow is absent., continued exq?ansion is pltiinly visiblo
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after completion of the constant-velocity expansion of the
flame shell. The printed reproductions of photographs in
reference 47 show the flame-front trace too indistin@ly for
judgment on continued expansion after completion of the
constant-velocity eqmnaion. Figure 2 of reference 46 shows
luminosity fading progressively from the outer edge of the
luminous sphere toward the center after mme slight expans-
ion has possibly taken place; the progressive fading is
probably caused by rapid cooling of the outer shelI of hot
gases aft er the combustion is nearly complete. Randolph and
SiIsbee have presented a streak photograph (fig. 4 of reference
52) obtained -with the same Bureau of Standards apparatus
m used by Sterens, showing cent inued expansion most. dis-
t inctly after completion of the constant-velocity expansion.
A consideration that must sIways be given attention in
Stevens’ photographs, m well as in all photographs taken by
flame radiations, is the fact that these photographs may not
represent the true ffame front. because of low luminosity in
the early stages of burning and because of the tit e exposure
time required to make a record on the photosensitive material.

The experimental work reported and the arguments ad-
vanced by Lewis and v-on Elbe in reference51 were concerned
mairdy with the question of whether combustion in a
constantivohune bomb is complete at the time peak pressure
is reached and not with the question of whether peak pressure
is reached at the instant the flame front has passed through
the last increment of gas. The afterburning required by the
proposed combined detonation-wave and autoignition theory
would cover a time interval of an entirely lower order than
that considered in the question of whether combustion is
complete at the instant of matium pressure. The onIy con-
sideration offered by the authors of reference 51, other than
the photographs of Stevens, that would have a bearing on
the question of afterburning on the sma~er time scale is the
suggestion that with afterburning the sharp breaks obtained
with fast-burning mixtures between the rising pressure curve
and the cooling curve vrordd not occur. By the same token it
might be suggested that the extremely flat pressure mama
of slower-burning mixtures, such as shown in figure 16 of
reference 8, would not occur if there were no afterburning.

Probably the strongest experimental evidence against
afterburning is the General 31 otors work presented in
references 53 to 56. Tests with a sampling valve (reference
56) showed that free oxygen disappeared from the charge
immediately a.fte.r passage of the flame front, but this
evidence is open to the question of whether burning was not
completed after the gases were removed from the combustion
chamber by the sampling valve. In the work of references
53 to 55, flame-front positions as shown by high-speed
motion pictures were checked against pressure rise obtained
from indicator records. The results indicated completion
of burning at the fIame front, with some exceptions in re-
ference 55. This evidence is open to the previously men-
tioned objection that the photographs may not show the
true flame front. The agreement between flame-front
positions as shown by the photographs and as calculated
from the pressure records on the assumption of complete
combustion in the flame front may be a coincidence, or the

greater part of the combustion may actually be completed
in a very small part of the deep combustion zone.

That the photographs of references 53 to 55 did not
actuaIly record the true flame fronts is strongly indicated
by the work of reference 8. In this work it was shown that
peak pressure was reached, at top center, very nearly at the
same ,time that the schIieren flame pattern completely
disappeared from the high-speed motion pictures, or about
10 crank-angle degrees at 500 rpm after the flame front had
completely ~ed the chamber. The finding in reference 8,
that peak pressure at constant volume coincides with the
final fade-out of the schlieren flame pattern, is supported by
the previous demonstration of the same fact in a- bomb
by LincIner (reference 57).

Other evidence in favor of the concept of afterburning has
been furnished by various investigators. The ionization
records obtained by Hastings (reference 34) showed ioniza-
tion persisting over 20° to 30° of crank angle at 2000 rpm
with normal combustion. Vi’ith his records of ionization in
the end zone during knock, the persistence had only a frac-
tion of that magnitude. He attributed the difference to the -
much faster combustion in the end zone during knock.
It is of interest, in Hastings’ records of ionization with
normal combustion, that. the ionization did not decrease
st.eaclily after passage of the flame front but irregularly
with even several Shafi increases in ionization after the
original passage of the flame front.

Souclers and Brown (reference 36) with their streak photo--
graphs and simultaneous pressure records of combustion in a
constant-volume bomb noted an appreciable increase in
pressure after the flame front reached the end of the bomb.
Marvin and Best (reference 58), observing flame strobo-
scopically through small windows mounted in a cylinder
head, reported pressure rise after complete infkunmation of
the charge with very low compression ratios. TTawrziniok
(reference 42) found maximum pressure developing in his
bomb considerably after the flame front had ionized a gap
at the end of the bomb. In this case the ionization gap was
located at the most distant position in a hemispherical end of
the bomb so that error due to curvature of flame front was
minimized; yet the lag between ionization of this gap and
peak pressure -was about 20 percent of the total burning time.
Marvin, Caldwell, and Steele (reference 59) observed that
total radiation from burning gases increased after inilamma-
t.ion throughout a time interval equivalent to about 20° of
crankshaft rotation at 600 rpm.

Bureau of Standards investigators (reference 60), taking
streak photographs of combustion in a spherical bomb, sus-
pended fine grains of gunpowder at various points on a diam-
eter of the bomb by means of human hairs. with central
ignition, the brilliantly burning grains of gunpowder. con-_=
tinued to move toward the center of the bomb for some time
after the flame reached the wall of the bomb. This experi-
ment seems to be particularly strong evidence of afterburning
in the outer parts of the bomb.

Lewis and von Elbe have done work determining the
temperature zones in burner flames (reference - 1). Much
uncertainty would be involved, however, in applying the
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results to the much diflerent conditions existing in engine
combustion.

In a discussion of combustion in a. turbulent stream,
Shchelkin (reference.62) has drawn a model of flame structure
that might well apply under the highly turbulent conditions
existing during combustion in tha engine cylinder. Accord-
ing to this model, the turbulence in the flame front, causes
the flame to advance in microscopic, or near microscopic.,
tongues. The structure behind the flame front is celhdar;
the cell walls constitute burning gas and the interiors of the
cells constitute unignited gas. According to this model, the
unignited gas within each cell is gradually consumed as the
flame front progreesea beyond the cell. .With this structure,
in the microscopic sense the burning zones might aII be very
thin; in the macroscopic sense a deep afterburning zone would
exist behind the flame front. In any event, the preponder-
ance of experimental evidence available at this time appears
tQ favor the existence of a rather deep zone of combustion
behind the flame front in the engine cylinder, though the
main part of the combustion may take place only within a

- small part of this zone. JVhethcr the combustion zone is
cellular on the microscopic scale or onIy on a submicroscopic
or molecular scale does not seem important in the presenta-
tion of the combined theory of knock. In either case there
is a possibility that the gases in the combus~ion zone may be
pecuhrly susceptible to the proptigation of a detonation
wave, and the available cwidence on this point should be
carefully considered.

The concept of autoignition followed by the development
of a detonation wave was given passing attention in the
previously quoted remarks of Woodbury, Lewis, and Canby
in reference 18. hong the streak photographs of auto-
ignition resulting from quick compression of the charge in a
glass tube, which were presented by Dixon and coworkers
in references 23 and 24, were included some records of what
they believed to be detonation waves. Dixon and coworkers
pointed out the fact that the development of the detonation
wave was always preceded by autoignition at some point with-
in the cha.rgc. The concept of the development of a detona-
tion wave in autoigniting end gas has @so been suggested by
Boerlage and vrm Dyck (reference 63). They pointed out
that “simultaneous combustion” at the beginnigg should be
considered as a SIOWpressure rise in cmnparison with “true
detonation” but that it ultimately may have the same
character. The reverse concept, autoignition triggered by a
shock wave, has been suggested by Dreyhaupt (reference 64).

The concept of autoignition followed by the development
of a detonation wave is consistent with the NACA high-speed
motion pictures presented in references 7, 8, 9, and 16, if the
explosive knock reaction is considered to be a detonation
wave, In these photographs, in most cases where end gas
was visible at the time of the explosive knock reaction, this
reaction haa been preceded by some form ~f apparent auto-
ignition. In one case the apparent autoignition developed
at definite centers within the end gas and spread out in all
directions from those centers to fill the end zone before the
explosive knock reaction occurred. (See fig. 10, reference 9.)
[n another case the a.utoignition began at the chamber wall

and propagated throughout the end zone before the cxplosivo
knock reaction occurred. (See fig. 12, reference 9.) In this
case the. visible explosive knock react ion was light. In other
cases the autoignition developed unifcmnly and simultaneo-
usly throughout the end zone before the explosive knock
reaction occurred. (See fig. 5, reference 16,) In yet other
cases, autoignition was not clearly visible in the photographs
but a visible vibration of the gases of the detonation-wam
type was set up before the explosive knock reaction occurred
(reference 9). The occurrence of a visible vibration Iwfom
the explosive knock reaction is a.n effect apparently not
frequently encountered, It appears likely that this phenom-
enon is comparable with the explosive knock reaction in
speed and it may, therefore, be a mild detonation wave
followed later by the development of a many times more
powerfuLdetonation wave.

The evidence of referencw 7, 8, 9, and 16 is open to tho
criticism that the end-zone reactions shown before knock
may not represent true flame becaum the scMcren systcm
may reveal reactions much less intense than flame combus-
tion. The same phenomenon has beeu shown, however, in
photographs exposed by direct-flame radiation presented by
Rothrock and Spencer (reference 38). With 18- and 30-
octane fuela at a comprwsion ratio of 7, photograph tukcn
at about 2000 frames per second (fig. 7 of refcrcncc 38)
showed aut.oignition in the end gas one frame..l)cfore tho
development of the brilliant illumination caused by knock.
In the same paper Rotbrock and Spencer showed that this
brilliant illumination coincided chronologically with tho
beginning of the g~ vibrations.

The ctmcept of a detonation wave set up in afterburltig
gases bebind the normal flame front has been proposed
previously by Maxwell and Wbccler (references 2, 3, and
44). Ixi streak photographs of combustion in a bomb with
knocking fuela they found only very faint afterglows behind
the flame front during the travel of the flame through tho
bomb. After the flame had traveled completely through the
charge they observed an extremely high-speed travel of n
more brilliant glow through the chamber. With uonknock-
ing fuels, however, the afterglow behind tlw normtd fhimc
front was brilliant. They reported invariably a correlation
between. the “pinking” tendencies of fuels and the lack of
brilliancy in the afterburning and they reported thatwddition
of ethyl ether or amyl nitrate to a fuel dccrcascd the brilliance
of the afterglow and that .decompose”d tctracthyl lead in-
creased the brilliance of the af twglow. These investigators
concluded in part that the hmdcncy to knock was depcmdcnt
on slow af terburning, leaving sufficiwt energy l.whind t.hc
flame front to mainttiin a shock wave (cletonation wave) set
up by collision of the flame front with the chambw wall.
Lorentzeu (reference 41) found evidence from expwimcmts
with a combustion bomb that hc lwlicved supported tho
theory proposed by Maxwell ancl Wheeler in rcfwenccs 2, 3,
and 44. ~he fuding that knocking fuels show less lwilliant
afterglows than nonknocking fuels has been wrificd by
Duch6nc (reference 31) and by Rothrock and Sprncer
(reference 3.8). Rothrock and Spencer have also presented
in figure 12 of reference 38, 2000-frame-pw-second motion..—
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pictures of combustion of 65-octane gasoline in which the
cumbust,ion chamber was entirely inflamed before the occur-
rence of knock as indicated by very brilliant reilhmination
of the entire chamber. In reference 7 (fig, 4) a hocking
reaction occurred not only after complete inflammation of
the cylinder charge but even so late that the schlieren com-
buet ion pattern was ahnost gone.

The combined detonation-mm-e and autoignition tlwcny,
to be complete, must account for the fact that combustion
cycles involving nothing more than simple autoignition have
been studied by General Motors investigators (references
25, 28, and 29) and have been regarded by those investiga-
tors as knocking cycles It is clear that gas vibrations can
cause forced vibrations of the combustion-chamber walk of
the same frequency as the gas titrations and thus cause a.
high-pitched ping. As gas vibrations apparently did not
occur in the combustion cycles of references 25, 28, and 29,
however, the question naturally arises as to the cause of the
knock that was heard. The only possible answer appears
to be. that the knocking sound was due to natural vibrations
of engine parts.

The autoignition that occurred in the General Motors
investigations has been seen to require a period of approxim-
ately one-thousandth part of a second for its completion.
The sharp increase of pressure in the combustion chamber
within the period of one-thousandth pm-t of a second could
set up natural vibrations in some of the stressed engine
parts. The energy imparted to the natura~ vibrations by
the autoignit.ion would, in general, be greater in the case of
low-frequency vibration than in the case of high-frequency
vibration. The influence of vibration frequency on the
energy imparted to the vibration by the autoignition could
be determined mathematically only if definite information
were avaiIable as to the rate at which energy is released by
autoignition at each instant throughout the autoignition
process. Though no such information is avaiIable, the
experimental evidence at least indicates that energy is
released by the nutoignition in such a manner that. it does
not excite appreciable vibration of the gases. It may
therefore be reasonably assumed that the autoignition -would
excite natural vibrations of the stressed engine parts only
in such modes as have a natural frequency considerably lees_.
than the natural frequency of the vibrating gases.

The suggestion that” knock” is due to vibration of engine
parts caused by autoignition and that “pink” is caused by
gas vibrations has previously been made by Boerlage and
coworkers (references 6, 37, and 63).

Summary of discussion of published work,—The following
facts appear to be supported by the weight of experimental
evidence:

1. Autoignition of comparatively large bodies of end gas
occurs tao slowly under certain conditions to produce audible
gas vibrations.

2. Under suitable conditions one or both of two types of
gas vibration may occur, the detonation-wave type and the
vibratory-combustion type.

3. Either type of gas vibration may occur independently of
autoignit.ion, but under some conditions the detonation-wave

type of gas vibration tenda to occur very soon after slow
autoignition has taken place.

4. Under suitable conditions apparent detonation waves
can develop in the engine cylinder.

5. Under a wide range of conditions, either combustion
contimux for a distance sometimes as great as several inches
behind the flame front or some adjustment of equilibrium
takes place through the same distance resukipg in increased
pressure, continued ionisation, and continued emission of
iight. “

The foregoing facts, supported by the experimental evi-
dence, suggest the following explanation of knock in the s~ark-
ignition engine:

(a) Knock of a.comparatively low pitch is caused by simple
autoignition of end gas at a rate too S1OTVto produce audible
gas vibrations.

(b) Knock involving both Iow--and high-pitched tones may
be caused by autoignition folIowed by the development of a
detonation wave in the autoignited gases.

(c) Knock of high pitch may be caused by a detonation
wave in afterburning gases behind the flame front. This
detonation wave, having originated in the aftw-burning gases
behind the flame front, may also pass through unignited end
gas.

This explanation of knock harmonizes with the analysis of
ATACA high-speed photographs that will be developed in the
second part of this section.

ANALYSISOFNACAHIGH-SPEEDPHOTOGRAPHS

Apparatus and operating conditions,-The high-speed. _
motion pictures presented and discussed herein are not the
result of a specific investigation but ha-re been selected from
the data obtained with the ~VACAhigh-speed motion-pict~e
camera and the ATACA combustion apparatus in the investi-
gations of references 7, 9, and 16. A diagrm-nm.mtic sketch
of the combustion apparatus is shown in @re 1. This
apparatus is a single-c-ylinder ebe of 5-~ch bore and
7-inch stroke, with gla= windows in the cylinder head and a
gIass mirror on the piston top as shown in the figure. The
visible part of the combustion chamber is 4~ inches wide, as
shown at frame H–20 in figure 2. The combustion apparatus
has been described in references 16 and 38. The NACA
high-speed motion-picture camera is described in detail in
reference 15. This camera was used to obtain photographs
shown in references 8, 13,65, and 66 as WEJ as those pres@e~
in references 7, 9, and 16. The optical arrangement for
schlieren photography will not be redescribed herein, ~~cept
to state that the schlieren photographs are taken by exter-
nally supplied light projected into the combustion chamber
through the ghss windowe and then reflected back out
through the glass windows to the high-speed camera by the
mimer on the piston top.

In all the investigations drawn upon for the data of the
present paper, the combustion apparatus was driven by an
electric motor and operated under its own power for only
one combustion cycle in each run; the entire series of photo-
graphs was taken during the single combustion cycle. With
the csxception of aIight variations noted in the original reports
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of the investigations, the following engine conditions were
held constant:

Completion ratio ------------------------------------------ 7.0
Jacket and head temperature, IF----------------------------- 250
Fuel-injection timing, degrees A. T. C. (intake stroke) ---------- 20
Spark timing, degrees B. T. C: .-

At G position (see fig. 1)---------------------------------- 27
At E position

}
At J poeition ------------------------------------------ zo
At ~ position

Fuel-air ratio------------: ----------. -----—- Approximately 0.08
Inlet-air conditions-------- .-——-.------—-. -...— Atmospheric
En@nea~d,r pm----------------------------------------- 500

Spark timings were selected to produce knock at top center
with the end gas well within the field of view. In the inves-
tigations of. references 7 and 16, the in jeotion valve was
placed in opening H of the cylinder head (see fig. 1) when
four spark plugs were used, but in opening J when only one
spark plug was used. In the investigation of reference 9
the injection valve was always in opening H. A shrouded
inlet valve was used in the investigations of references 7 and
16 to produce a clockwise air swirl, but a plain inlet valve
was used in tie investigation of refcren ce 9.

Fuels used for the combustion .cycIes shown herein were
M-2, leaded and unleaded, and blends of .M-2 with S-L

High-speed photograph of explosive knock reaotion
traveling at speed above 6500 feet per seoond.—In figure. 2
is shown the same high-speed photographic shot of knocking
combustion that was present ed as figure 5 of reference 16.
Indhidual photographs in f@re 2, as well aa in other figures,
wiLl be designated throughout this discussion as frame
&l, frame B-2, and so on. This designation will be under-
stood to mean the first frame in row A, the second frame in

—

.— —

row B, and m on. The orcler in whkh lhe photographs
~,ere t,aken is A-1, A-2, A-3, . . ., A-20, B-1, B-2, . , ,,

R-1 7, R–18; the photographs should bo rend from left to
right though row A, then from left to right through row B!
and so an_..

Ignition, in the case of figure 2, was by one spark plug at
position E. (See fig. 1.) The flame first lxxomes visilh
in the photographs as a small but growing darkrncd arm in
frames C-9 to C-20. At frame f-l-l tho flame front Las
progressed about halfway across the visiblo portion of
the chamber and the retire region through which lhc llamc
front has passed has a dark mottled app~arancc. This
area behind the ffame front is dark m d mot tlcd inskad of
brilliant white because the photographs wer~ taken by the
schlieren method rather than by direct photography of the
flame radiations. The schlieren method shows the effect of
the flame on light that is projected through it, l.mt the. light
radiated by the flame itself was too faint to be pho tographcd
ti frame H–1.

At frame J-1 the dark mottling has disappeared from most
of the region through which the flame front lMS passed.
The mottling probably indicatea the region in which com-
bustion is proceeding, as was Mic.ated in references 8 and
57. Combustion, therefore, was probably cithw complctcd
or arrested in most of the space through whkh the flame
front had traveled at the time of exposure of framo J-1.

In the frames of row K in the figure, a darkening of the
region t@ymgh which the flame front has not ye~ pusscd
begins to .be apparent. This darkening of the end gas
becomes more intense throughout row L and the first frames
of row M, In frame M-1 O the darkening of the end gas
has pro~cesed to such a degree that the flame front can no
longer be discerned. The em-lgas appems to be fully ignited
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and to be burning at a rate comparable with that of the
gases which have just been passed through by the flame
front. Knock of the simple autoignition type has probably
taken place between frames K–1 and M-1 O. Knock of
the sort that sets up the detonation-wave type of vibration
has not yet even begun in frame M–1 O, however, as maybe
clearly observed by eye when the photographs are projected
on the screen as motion pictures and as has been shown by
the analysis of reference 8.

The fist trace of the expl&ive knock reaction, which
causes the detonation-wave type of gas vibration, is visible
in frame M-11 as a whitened region along the 1O-WWright
edge of the frame. In frame M-1 Z the whitened region has
extended over the entire frame. The whitening of frames
M-1 1 and M-12 is caused by two factors; first, the combus-
tion zone stops interfering with the externally supplied light
by which the schlieren photographs are taken, allowing
this light to come through to the camera uninterrupted;
second, the knock causes R manyfold increase in the radiation
from the combustion products and this radiaticm itself
produces a wbite~ing of the photograph.

The development of the knock in frames M-11 and M-12
suggests that the knock began at the lower right edge of tfie
field of view and spreacl very rapidly toward the left, This
indication was not commented on in reference 16 because it
was appreciated that tk. foc.al-plane-shutter eflect would
draw the apparent origin of the. disturbance toward the right
of the frame and a satisfactory interpretation of framw M–11
and M-1 2 taking into acco.ut the focal-plane-shu@ action
of the high-speed camera bad not-yet. been developed. The
suggestion of frames M–11. and M–1.2, however, that the
origin of the lmock was at the right edge of the frame was so
strong that the reverse conclusion has onIy recently been
reached, Correctly interpreted, frames M-1 1 and M-12
indicate that the knocking disturbance originated near the
left side of the frame. m outside of the field of view to the
left of the frame and moved toward the right at a speed prob-
ably considerably greater .tban 5500 feet per sscond, a speed
equaI to nearly twice the. speed of smmd in the chamber
(about 3000 ft/see) and fully as great a speed as should be
expected for a true detonation wave. This interpretation
will be explained in later sections. .—

Imaginary focal-plane shutter equivalent “to shutter of
NACA high-speed oamera,—From a study of reference 15,
it will be un deratood that the NACA high-speed motion-
picture camera utilizes one independent focal-plane shutter
for each single photograph taken by the camera. Each of
the 372 focal-plane shutters consists of a single glasa prism
mounted alongside the motion-picture film inside a rotating
drum. The focal plane through which the glass prisms, or
shutters, move is not the plane of the photosensitive film but
the plane in which a primary image is formed by a stationary
objective lens. After the Iight has passed through one of the
focal-phme shutters, or prisms, it proceeds through a second
and a third stationary lens, which refocus the light to form a
secondary image on the film. The glass prisms, in addition
to their function as focal-phme shuttem, also cause the
secomlary images formed on the film to move in the same
direction and at the same speed as the film so that there is no

appreciable relative motion between the images and the film
and consequently no appreciable blurring of the exposure on
the film.

The second and third stationary lenses of the ctimcra not
only produce a secondary image of the combustion chamber,
but they also form images of the moving prisms, or focal-
plane shutters. The images of the prisms, however, do not
move as f~t as the film but half as fast and in tho same
direction. Their absolute speed being half thut of the film
and in the same direction, their speed relative to the fihn is
half the absolute speed of the film but in the opposi LO
direction, that is, in a direction away from the previously
taken photographs toward t.hti photographs that arc yet to
be taken, Study of referegc.e 15 will reveal that the width of
the focal-plane-shutter slit, or of the prism image, on the
Hm is half of the frame spacing, that is, half the dista ncc
from any given point in one frame to the same point iu the
next succeeding frame. Half of the frame spacing is alqwox-
imately 70 percent of the comlmetion-chuml.wr image width
as it appe”ars in figure 2 and other figures of this paper.

Hereinaftw the expression “focal-plane-shutLer slit” will
be used as meaning not a glass prism itself but. t.ho image of
a prism on the film, “focal-plane-shutter slit. width” will bc
used as the width of the images of the glues prisms on the
film, and ‘(focal-plane-shutter speed” will lW understood as
the speed of the prism images relativo to the film radwr than
the speed of the prisms themse~vw.

In the.exposum of frames on tho film, if u given point in a
combustion-chamher image is located withiu the image of the
corresponding glass prism at any instant, then t.hut givrn
point in the combustion-charder image is in the proccw of
exposure M that instant; but as soon as the motion of thu
prism imige relative to the fihn causes the given point in the
combustion-chamber image to pass outside h glass-prism
image tl~.s~nthe exposure is discontinued on t.ha,t given point
in the combustion-&amber image. The image of a glass
prism on the fihn is therefore tmly a focal-pltlrlo=llllttir slit.

As maybe seen from a study of reference 15, a,t any instant
the trailing edge of my one focal-plane-shutter slit occupies
th~ same position reIativc to its frame on thu film thnt the
leading edge of another focal-plnnc-shutter slit occupies on
the next succeeding frame of the film. Clonscqucntly, m soon
as any point within the combustion chamber ccascs to l.M
exposed on one frame of the film, that point begins LObc
axposed on the next succeeding frame of th~ film. All points
within the combustion chamber aro thercforo undergoing
exposure on one frame or another at all times,

The shut ter arrangement shown in figure 3 betirs no
physical resemblance. to the shutters of the high-epcwl eamma
but provides the same manner of exposure and can be much
more satisfactorily represented schematic.ally. Frames
M–10, M–1 1, M–12, and M-13 from figure 2 arc shown
in figure 3 with a sputial arrangement cliffcren t from thtit of
figure 2. .Ii_Ithe arrangement of figure 3, it is assumed thtit
the four frame9 are formed on a single stationary film by
four stationary objective lenses arranged above the plane
of the paper on different optical axes. Just abovo tbc film
an opaque screen is assumed, with rectangular openings A,
B, C, and D; and this screen is assumed to move rapidly in
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the direction indicat eel, thus acting as a conventional focal-
plane shutter. Frame M–1 O is exposed by light passing
through opening A as that oFening passes over the frame
M-1 0; frame M–11 is eqosed by Iight ~assing through
opening B; and so on. The width of the openings A, B, C,
and D is appro.ximat ely 70 percent of the combustion-
chamber image width, as was the case in the camera. The
trailing edge of opening A is in line with the leading edge of
opening B, the trailing edge of opening B in line with the
leading edge of opening C, and so on.

Derivation of formula for effect of focal-plane shutter on
Apparent speed of knock propagation, —Photographs taken
with a focal-plane shutter of the type described give a false
indication of velocities. The relation of the false indicated
velocity to the true velocity ca~ however, be easiIy derived.

F~e 4 (a) shows schematic diagrams of two successive
motion-picture frames with the focal-plane-shutter screen in
one position at time T. and figure 4 (b) shows diagrams of the
same two motion-picture frames at a later instant T with the
focal-plane-shutter screen in a different position. The

~4~9314&~

focal-plane-shutter screen is considered to be moving from
left to right with the velocity v. A luminous ray represented
by the wide black line is assumed to be developing in each
of the frames of figure 4 along the line AA, making an angle a
with the direction of focal-plane-shutter movement. The
wide black lines shown in the frames of figures 4 (a) and 4 (b)
should be understood to represent the light falhng on the
focal-plane-shutter screen or the photosensitive h at the
instants To and T, rmpect.ively; thwe lines do not in cwery
case represat the final record appearing on the fihn. At the
instant To, when the focal-pIane-shutter screen has reached
We position shown m figure 4 (a), the leading end of the
luminous ray is assumed to have reached the point p in each
of the frames of figure 4 (a). Obvioudy tbe point p is in the
process of exposure at the instant TOon frame 1 of figure 4 (a)
but not on frame 2 of figure 4 (a) because of interference by
the focaLplane shutter. At the later instant T when the
focal-pkme-ehutter screen has reached the position shown in
&me 4 (b), the leading end of the luminous ray is assumed
to have reached the point p’ in each of the frames of figure
4 (b). At the instant T the point p’ is in the process of
exposure on frame 2 of figure 4 (b), but not on frame 1. of
Qywe 4 (b) because of interference by the focal-plane shutter.

v D u

(s) Fd-plsne-shutkr pmttion at time T- (b) Roml-piene-shutter position at time T.

FIGURE4.-&hematic dlsgrem of foml-pkte=shutter ection.

A certain time t is assumed to be required for the leading
end of the luminous ray to make a visible exposure on the
fdm. It is assumed that luminosity in any gas particle
does not develop to full intensity instantly but develops
according to some unknown law after the causative dis-
turbance has passed through that gas particle. The as-
sumed time tisa function of the unknown law governing the
luminosity development in a gas particle and also a func-
tion of the film sensitivity. The assumption is made that
the time t is the same for all gas particles. In figures 4 (a)
and 4 (b), a. line XX has been drawn a distance rt to the right
of the trailing edge of the fooal-plane-shutter slit for the
upper frame and a simi.Iarly locat ad line YY has been drawn
for the lower frame.

The line XX, being located in the manner indioated, is the
effective trailing edge of the focal-plane-shutter slit for
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f ~ame 1 and tie point p will therefore be the upper-right
extremity of the luminous ray as photographed in frame 1.
The exposure of the ray is cut off in frame 1 at the instant
T, when the effective trailing edge of the_focal-plane-shutter
slit overtakes and passes the leading end of the luminous
ray at the point p. Similarly, the line YY is the effective
trailing edge of the focal-plane-shutter slit for frame 2 and
the point p’ will therefore be the upper-right extremity of
the luminous ray as photographed in frame 2, the exposure of
the ray being cut off at the instant ?’ when the effective
trailing edge of the focal-plane-shutter slit overtakes ancl
pnsses the leading end of the luminous ray at tha point p’.
Designating

v actual velocity of ray development
~7f apparent velocity of ray development (progress of

ray develo ment between two successive frames
2as recorde photographically, divided by nom-

inal time between exposures of the successive
frames)

x component of photographically recorded progress
of ray development between two successive
frames in direction of focal-plane-shutter move-
ment (See frame 2 in ii .4 (b).)

w 5focal-plane-shutter slit wi. th

AT’=; nominal time between exposures of successive
frames (reciprocal of number of frames/see)

AT =T– T.

the following equations may now be mitten:

v= z w
AT COSa=(w+ X) COSa “--

(1)

(2)

v’= x xv=- .-. —,
AT’ COSa W COSa ‘- .(3)

V=r+y
cm a

~7!= .flv
V- VCOSCY ‘- ““-”

(4)

(5)

In the special case where V and Y...are in the direction
of the focal-plane-shutter movement, equations (4) and (5)
become:

V=g, .-
and --

V“&v—

(6)

(7)

Figure 4, from which equations (1) to (7) were derived,
was drawn for the special case in which the component of thf3
luminous-ray development in the direction of the focal-plane-
ahuttw movement is in the same sense as the focal-plane-
shutter motion and at a lower rate. Siar sketches couId
be constructed for the cases in which the component of the
lumimous-ray development in the direction of the focal-plane-
shut ter movement is in the opposite sense to the focal-plane-
slmtter motion, or in the same sense. but at a h@er rate.
Treatment of such sketches in a manner similar to the treat-
ment of figure 4 produces the same equations (1) to (7). In

development of the equations for the c.use in which thr cwn-
ponent o~the my development in the direction of L?Nfocal-
plane-shutt.er movement is in the same sense as t]~c fmnl-
plane-shutter motion, but at a higher rat.c, it mus~ bc ap-
preciated that the points p and p’ will bc Icftward exhwmit,im
of the ray as exposed in frames 1 and 2, respectively, imtmd
of rightward extremities m in the case of figure 4. Bccausc
the leading end of the developing ray overtakes and pnsscs
the effwtive trailing edges of the foc.al-plane-shut tcr slits
XX and YY, the exposure is turned on at the points p and p’
instead of being cut off at those points as in figure 4. .Uso,
the line YY being overtalwu Ly the leading cnd of the de-
veloping ~ay before the line XX, the point, p’ will bc farther
to the left than point p, instead of the rcwwac m ili flgurc 4.
The apparent velocity of ray devclopmmt will thcrcforc lw
in the reverse sense to the actuaL

In the general application of cquationa (1) to (7), 1“should
be treated as ncgat,ive if its component in the direction of the
focal-plane-shutter movement is in the opposit c sense to the
motion d the focal-plaue shut tw. Llkcwiae 1: SIK)UMh
treat ed as negative if its component is in the oppositu sense
to the focal-plane-shutter mot-ion. In all crises a (SCCfig. 4)
should be treatecl aa positive and shouhl be the smaller angle
included between the dirmtion of & ray dcvclopmcnt and
t,ke direction of the focal-plal~c-sll~l ttc!r movcmt’nt.

Experimental demonstration of focal-plane-shutter effect,—
High-spegd motion pictures of artificially produced lumi-
nosity fronts arc shown in figure 5, TIIe luminosity frou ts
for these photographs were produced with an ordinary electric
fan. An aperture was cut h) a sbvct-metal scrccn of q>proxi-
mately the same shape m the visible portion of the comL us-
tion chamber seen in the frames of figure 2 but of dimensions
much smaller than those of the act ud conhust iou chamhr.
The aperture in the sheet-rnettd scrccn was covcrcd wit~
translucent t tissue. paper. The high-speci camera kis
focused on the transh~c.e.nt paper t tirget; a projection lant.em
was pla.ccd beyond the target mnd vms focused to project
light onto the target snd through the tranaluccn~ paper to
the camera, The cle.ctric fan was placed as close f-o the
target as possible, between t.hc target and th c ctimera, in
such manner that the rotation of the blade9 would rcpratcdly
interrupt the course of the light from the t.argct to tho camera,
In each of the seven shots of figure 5, tbc motion picture
shows the uncovering of the translucent papw ttwgct by Lho
trailing edge of one of the fan blades.

The shots of figure 5 are arranged in the order of increasing
fan speed up to the maximum speed. used, with the fan-
blade image ODthe film moving in the sanm direction m tho
focal-plane-shutter slit (records A to D), then in th c order of
decreasing fan speed from the maximum speed used with
fan-blade image and fowd-plane shut tm moving in opposite
directions (records E to G). Actual linear speed of trailing
edge of fan blade and apparent linear spead as mmsurcd
from the photographs are expressed in terms of o, which is
the focal-plane-shutter slit speed relative to the fi~m.

The comparison in figure 5 of the rncasurcd apparent speeds
with the actual speeda reveah that the two speeds are nearly
the same only when the actual speeds arc low in comparison
with the focal-plane-shut.ter speed. (Seo reeds A and G.)
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FIGCBE5.—Ap~arent velwity of artlrlctally produced Iumtncdty front.

For higher values of actual speeds the apparent. speed is
generally biased in the direction of the focal-plane-shutter
movement. (See records B, C, E, and F.) The bias is in
the direction opposite to the focal-plww-shutter movement,
however, in the case of record D. As the actual speed
inmeases from zero to inhity in the dwection of the focal-
plane-shutter movement and then reverses and decreases
from infinity to zero in the opposite direction to the focal-
plane-shutter movement, the apparent speed follows the
same course but ahvays is at a more advanced stage in the
course. The reversal of direction at infinite apparent speed
occurs when the actucd speed is eqwd to and in the same
direction as the focal-plane-shutter speed.

The relation between apparent and actual speeds shown
by figure 5 is in agreement with equations (6) and (7).

Knock propagation rate, case I,—In figure 3, between the
exposures of frames M-11 and M–12, the apparent luminosity
as measured along the line E E progressed at least all the way
across the combustion<hamber image from right to left.
The apparent luminosity would have progressed much farther
to the left than shown in frame M-12 if the field of view had

/.3v

o.2’U
—–--—

czxtended farther to the left. The value of z in this case is
therefore between – 1.4 u and – w. Application of equation
(2) yiekls a value of 3.50 for the actual velocity of the lumi-
nosity propagation for the case of x= —1.4 w, and a value
equal to v for the case of r= — co; both actual velocities are
in the same sense as the focel-planwibutter movement.

If the Luminosity propagation between frames M-11 and
M–1 2 of figure 3 is meaeured along the line FF, a value be-
tmeen —w and — OYis obtained for ccand a velne of 32° is
obtained for a. Application of equation (2) to these valuee
yields a redt between w and 1.2 v for the actual velocity of
luminosity propagation and both vehxities are again in the
same sense as the focal-plane-shutter movement or in the
opposite sense to the apparent velocity.

When the photographic series of figure 2 was taken, the
camera drum was rotating at 6620 rpm. Tha distance of
the photographic emulsion from the center of rotation of
the drum was 8.87 inches, and the Knew speed of the emul-
sion was 512 feet per second. The fooal-plane-shutter slit
speed v relative to the photograph~c emulsion was therefore
256 feet per seoond. The ratio of actual combustion-
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chamber dimensions to dimensions of the image of the co.m-
buetion chamber on the photographic emulsion was 21.5:1.
Ii or&r that the luminosity front should have a speed of
v=256 feet per second in the. image on the film, the actual
speed of the luminosity front in the combustion chamber
must have been approximately 55OO feet per second. The
velocity of the luminosity front as measured along the line
EE in frames M-11 and M–12 of figure 3. was therefore. it
least 55oO feet per second, and the velocity measured along
the line FF was at least 6500 feet per second.

A velocity of knock propagation in excess of 55OOfeet per
second can .be deduced from figure 3 on .a largely qualitative
basis without reference to equations (1) to (7). Study of
figure 3 reveals that frames M-1 Oand M-11 could.be entirely
unaffected by tho knock reaction, with fram= M-1 2 and
M-1 3 turned completely white by the knock reaction, only
if the knock reaction caused a luminosity front to move across
the field of view somewhat behind the leading edge _of
opening C (trailing edge of opening B) and at about the s.arne
speed as the shutter motion. Further consideration of the
figure makes clear that the whitened region along the lower
right. edge of frame M-11 could have been caused by the
luminosity front overtak.hg the leading edge of opening C
(traihg edge of opening B) shortly before the end of exposure
of frame M–11, This exp~anation of the whitening in frame
M-1 1 requires a speed of luminosity front somewhat greater
than the speed of the shutter.

If the knocking disturbance had started at the right edge
of frame M–11 and traveled to the left with infinite speed,
the whitening of frame M-12 codd not hay~. extended
farther to the left than the whitening of frame M–11 by a
distance greater than the focal-plane-shutter slit width.
With anything lW than an infinite speed toward the left,
the whitening of frame M-12 would have. e.xtenc!ed farthgr
to the left than that of frame M.–11 by a distance less than
the focal-plane-shutter slit width. Thti whitening of frame
M-1 2, however, actually doea exteud to the left of the
whitening in frame M–1 1 by a distaace considerably greater
than the focal-plane-shutti slit width. Hence, a right-to-
left movement of the disturbance is precluded.

The intxmseluminosity caused by the.knocking disturbance
probably developed not entirely in the front of the distur-
bance but gTadually throughout a considerable distance be-
hind the disturbance. Thus the kmocking distWbance had
some bluming effect throughout most of tie area of. frame
M-1 1. The whitening of the edge of frame M-11 may have
been caused by the development of a highw pressure at the
chamber wall than elsewhere upon reflection of tbe Imocking
disturbance. The.. fairly uniform dark appearance of the
rest of frame M–1 1, however, and the quite uniform whiteness
of frame M-12, indicate that the speed of the knocking
disturbance was at least as great as the shutter speed and
in the same direction. The fact that the b~urring of frahw
M-1 1 becomes progressively worse from the lef t edge tmvard”
the right strongly supports the belief that the knocking
disturbance traveled somewhat faster than the fo.cal-plane-
shutter slit.

If travel of the knocking disturbance in the direction of the
line EE in figure 3“is assumed, thenjt must..be consid~ed

that the whitening of the lower right edge of framo M-11
was caused by the high pressure produced by reflection of tho
shock from the chamber walls. Otherwise, the luminosity
front presumably being perpendicular to the direction of
travel, the boundary of the luminosity in frame M-11 should
have run in a vertical direction rather than along tho cylinder
wall. If travel of the disturbance. approximately along Lho
line FF is assumed, the luminosity front again being perpen-
dicular to the line of travel, the assumption is no longer ncccs-
sary that Lhe whitening along the lower right edge of frame
M–1 1 is caused by the high pressure of reflection. It is La Lo
expected, rather, that when the luminosity front first began
to overtake the effective traiIing edge of sliL B in figure 3 it
did so only at the lower extremity of Lhe chamber.

Inasmuch M hundreds of other high-speed photographs
have shmvn no tendency toward more rapid illumination aL
the chamber walk than elsewhere, travel of the knockir)g
disturbance approximately along thti line FF appears to bo
the more reasonable explanation of the appearance of fmmc
M-1 1. Because the luminosity along tho lino FF in this
frame k.continuously brighter fxom the lower left toward the
upper right, the speed of the luminosity developmcn t must

have be& greater than ~s*3~=l, 18 v in the image on Lhc

flm and greater than 6500 feet per second b tho comlmstio~~
chamber. This result checks with Lhospeed of the order of
6500 feet per second determined by Sokolik and Voinov
(refkrence 5) and with the speed that should be expccLcd. of w
true detonation wave. - .—

Knock propagation rate, case 2,—By uso of equation (2) a
somewhat lower propagation speed is dcduccd from W..
photo@apbs of @ure 6 than from t.hoso of figures 2 and 3,
Figure 6 is the same as figure 8 of reference 113. Thu com-
bustion process in this case involved not only knock buL
also hot-spot ignition, or preignition. The singlo spark plug
was in position E in the cylinder head and the hoL spot ti
position__ F. (See fig. 1.) The flame from Llm spark plug
comes into view in frames E-1 to E-17 of the figure; the
flame from the hot spot, in frames A-1 t.o A-17.

IInoqk first appears in figure 6 as a. slight blurring of LhU
combustion zone in frame N-12. In the next frame N-13,
a number of brightly luminous spots appear near the right
edge of the frame and the area covered by such lumiuous
spots increases in frames N–14, N–151 and N-16. Frames
N-1 2 to N-16, covering the development of the luminous
spots, are shown greatly enlarged in figuro 7 for more con-
venient. stud y.

Somimf the luminosity in framm N-13 and N-14 of figure 7
appears outside, the normaI field of view, The appmranco
of luminosity outside the field of view at tho t.imo of knock
has been” explained in reference 16. This luminosity develops
in gases occupying a pocket between the glass window aud
the m~ .of the cylinder head. This pocket is x6-kCh Lhick
and is caused by the presence of a jh-inch-thick gaskcL.
The pcicket is not visible in most of Lhe frames of figures 6
and 7 because the cylinder-head surface, which forms ono
wall of the pocket, is not adjusted for scldicren photography
as is the m@or on the piston top.

In the calculation of the speed of the knock propagation by
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FIOURE7.–EnfergGd view of bnoek devolopmcnt as mm fn framea N-l 2toN-16oft13uro6

comparison of frames N–13, N-14, and N-15 with frame N–12
in figure 7, the assumption’ is made that frame N-12, had ita
exposure been completed an infinikstimal time later than was
actuaIIy the case, would have shown a very smalJ luminous
spot which could have been regarded as the apparent center
of the knocking disturbance. Because of this Wsumption,
the values determined from the frame comparisons wilI be
minimum values only; the actual propagation rate may have
been higher,

Consideration of frame f+l 3 in figure 7 leads to the con-
clusion that the center of the knocking disturbance was on
the line CC, kecause the points pl and pz marking’ the Ex-
tremities of the luminous region are equidistant from the
line CC- and are in the same vertical line. (The focal-plane
shutter would have equal falsifying effeot.s on the propagation
speeds from a point source to each of two limit points in the
same vertical line with each other, if equal speeds are as-
sumed, regardless of the fact that the point source may not
have been on the vertical line connecting the two limit
points.) The center of the Imocking dishmbance can be
located from right to Ieft along the line CC by consideration
of points PI, PZ,and pa, in frame N–13, with the assumption
that the knockiig disturbance traveIcd from the center of
the disturbance to point pa at the same speed as to the points
PI and P2. For the purpose of such a determination the
following designations will be made:

component distance of any point p. from center of
knocking disturbance, measured to right aIong line CC
distance of point pn from-line CC
angle a deflucd in figure 4 for travel of knockiug disturb-
ance. to point p~
actual veIocit y of motion of knocking disturbance from
center of disturbance to point p~
distance of center of disturbance from righkhand edge of
frame

The following tabulation shows the values of VI, Vz, and
V. for various assumed values of S (in all cases hl=l&=0,90 w
and h8=0.44 w). Value of veIocity or distance is ex-
pressed in each case aa a dimensionless ratio:

t 1 r
—

1 I r 1

The tabulation shows that in order for V, and I“z to oquai
V* in nulj-erical value the ceuter of the knocking disturb~nco
must have been located at a distance of 0.11 w from t.ho right
edge of the frame. ‘I’he center of tho disturbtinco in each
frame of fgure 7 therefore appears to have been at. the inter-
section of linm CC and C’C’, the lines C’C’ being con-
structed with S= 0.11 w.

The speed of the knockiug disturbance may now bc com-
puted for its travel to each of thu most advanced brighL
spots in frames N–13, N–l+and N–15. In the comparison
of frames N-14 and N–15 with framo N-12, equation (2)
is mocIit3ed by replacing w with 2W ancl 3w, rcspcctivcly.
The results of such computations as comptired with {hose
of PI, p2, and PSare shown in tho following taldc:

Poht

Pl
PI
PI
P4
P8
P$
lx
Pa

Frame

N-1 3
N-1 3
N-1 3
N-1 3
N-14
N-1 4
N-1 5
N-1 5

-ur“ h. ‘%%eif%%g
G iii t!ontopm p.

rclatfre ta v

0.11 0.co
0.11 .W

—.33 .44
.cK1

:2 .87
–. 39 L41

-L 10
–. 64 i$

a82
.82
.s2.76
.67.91
::

16pOOd Of knock

{
props atkm b.
aom uatlon
Cbnmbw, (f@s)

The speed of propagation of the kno.ckof figures 6 and 7 was
apparen~ly qui-ti ~pprecialdy lower than tl~at of figure 2,
being of the order of 4500 feet per second or one ml onc~
half times the speed of sound in the chamber instead of aboub
twice the speed of sound as in figure 2. hlorcover, the
results of the computations show that the propagation mush
have slowed dcnvn very quickly to the speed of sound after
passing the point p~in frame N-13, for its speed to the point
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p~in frame N-15 was only 3200 feet per second. The speed
of propagation might be expected to drop to the speed of
sound some time after the disturbance passed point pl in
frame N-1 3 because p, was near the boundary of the mottled
combustion zone as seen in frame N-12. The shockwave can
maintain a speed greater than that of sound onIy if supported
by the release of energy at the shock front.. Inasmuch as the
fading out of the mot tkd zone has been shown in references
8 and 57 to represent the completion of combustion, energy
should not bc expected to be avaiIable for release in the shock
fion t after that front. passes out. of the mottled zone. The
deceleration of the disturbance in the generaI direction of
points p~ and pi. is further indicated by the fact that the mot-
tled combustion zone visible just above the center of the
frame near the left side does not disap~ear until about frame
N-1 6.

<.%+
Knock propagation rate, case 3,~Very few high-speed

photographs have been obtained in which the center of the
knocking disturbance could be located in the manner used
in the analysis of figure 7. In that analysis the assnrnption
was made that frame N-1 2, had it keen exposed only very
dightly Iat er than it was, woukl have shown a very small

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

luminous spot that could have been regarded as the appareDt
center of the knocking disturbance. This assumpt,lon
appeared reasonable in that case because the blurring of the
mottled combustion zone, which precedes the deveIopmen t of
the luminosity, -was well developed in frame N–12 of figure 7.
This assumption is not reasonable, however, in the case of
the knock that developed between frames G-1 1 and G-12
of @re 8, shown greatly enlarged in figure 9, because the
blurring of the mottled zone had not e-i-en begun to develop
during the exposure of any part of frame G-11. Although
a luminous region appeam in the lower right-hand area of
frame G–1 2, it ia likely that this luminosity began to develop
an appreciable time after the beginning of exposure of the
area in frame G-12.

F~e 8, which is the same as @e 7 of reference 7,
shows a clear view of autuigniting end gas in frames G-1 to
G–1 1. As it does not seem possible to determine the center
of the knocking disturbance in frame G-12 by the method
used in the amdysis of figure 7, the center of the disturbance
will be assumed for the purpose of the prwent analysis to
have been located at the center of the autoigniting end gas
visible in frames G–1 to G–11. Inasmuch as the entire

10 II 12 13 14 Is Is 17 la

C-7889
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Fmm &-High+pe+dmotbn pictnres of knocking mmbnstfon cycle In englns eyUnder sbmvlng detonation preceded by dfftrrm antofgnltfm. M-2 foe]; four spark plugs. (Ffgj
7ofreference7.) (Sesfig.9forenlargement c4knoeklng pmtIon.)
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FXOUEE9,–Enlarged view of knook development es seen fn fremes G-10 to G-13of ffgure S.

mottled combustion zone of frame G-11 appears quite sharply
defined, th~ blurring of the combuationzone in frame G-12
will be used as the criterion as to whether the knocking
disturbance passed any partictiar point during the exposure
of frame G-12.

Points PO,pl~, and PII of frame &l 2 may be regarded as
approx&nate limits of the blur of the .xombustiom zone qs
these points appear only slightly blurred. Point pi*, on the
other hand, is obviously not a limit of the spatial extent of
the blurring but is simply the aibitrary limit of the field of
view, inasmuch as the blurrimg of this point is very marked.

The speeds of the knock propagation to the three points
regarded as limits of. the lmockiug blur have been computed
with equation (2) as follows:

~ ‘Rk5:ii

PO :g “691M
PI, Mm
Pll .93

1 . . . . . ...=.

To the three wiclely separated points that may be regarded
as approximately marking the spatial limits of the blur in
frame G–1 2, the propagation speed of the lmocking dis-
turbaucc appears to have been approximately twice the
speed of sound, This determination involves the assump-
tion that bhwring began at the center of the clieturbauce
irmmxliat eIy after the exposure of that center in frame G-11
and the values me therefor.a mjnimum limits. .Th e fact. !.hat
frame G–1 2 is progressively more blurred and more luminous
from the left to the right indicates that the actual speed of
the knock propagation was considerably above the values
calculated for points P1Oand ph.

The knock propagation main tained.~ speed about twice
that of sound W the way to points pOand plo, in contrast to
the case of figure 7 where the propagation slowed down to
about the speed of sound in its coumm to the point p7. The
entire course from the kmck center to the point-s pg and P1O

lay within the mottled combustion zone and thcro should
cocwequently have been umwleased ehemica.1 energy avail-
able throughout the entire course. to supporL tlm propagation
of the detonation wave. The travel at the lighm spmd to
the points pOancl plo was probably for that reason.

Knock propagation rate, case 4,—l?lgure 10, a reproduction
of figure 11 of reference 9, is the shot previously referred to
in which _autoignition started at, various poin L c,ent.ers scak
tered throughout the end gas” aml slowly spread out in fill
directions from each of those point ccn tcrs un~il it filled L.he
end zone. (See frames F-1 3 to G-10.) Framca G-10 to
G-1 3 of @ure 10 me shown greatly enlarged in flgurc 11.
The beginning of the knocking blur is probably just discern-
ible in frame G-1 O of figure 11. In frame G-1 1 the lJIu~ lKW
spread over the entire comlmst ion zone and tho poin Ls pla,

P14,and PISlocatethe angles of a roughly triangular bright
luminous region in the same frame: Solving for equal spc.cds
of propagation of tb e h.rninosity to the points pIS, P141 and lla

locates the center of the knocking dieturbanco ab the inter-
section ollines CC Wd C’C’ with S=0.44 w and propagation
speed of” about 2640 feet per second. As in the previous
cases, the value of 2640 feet per second is a minimum valuo
only and may be below the true value. That the tJ1’UC.duo
ac,tuaUy is somewhat higher is indicated by tho c.ompulut ion
for the point plo in frame G-12. With tho knock ccntcr
determined from framo G-11, tho calculated propagtition
speed to.the point P16is 3020 feet pm scccmd. ThrJ error
caused by the uncertainty as to the hsta.n L of shut 0[ the
knocking disturbance is a smaller percentage of W true
speed in the comparison of frama G-12 with framo G-1 O
than in the case of comparison of adjacent frames.

The error caused by uncertainty as to time of the beginning
of the knocking clisturbanc.o affects tlm value of S as N@ as
the speed of the clisturbance. If the assumption is made that
the disturbance began too late by a time interval t’, during
which the focal-plan e shut tw moved a dietsncc 1, to causo
even a very small luminous spot on frame G-1 O of figure 11,
then values of S and of Zmay be found thuL will give equal
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F1OCRE11.—Enlerged r[ew of knock development ee seen in frames G-1OtoG-13 O(tlgure 10.
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speeds of the disturbance from its center to poin~ PW PM P16t

and p,,. For this purpose the following equations will be
used:

v=(W+z:oC!osi“

‘= (2W+X:1) Cos k

(8)

(9)

equation (8) for points in frRme G–11 and equation (9) for
the point in frame G-12. Equal speeds to the points P18,

PM Plb? ~d P18we obta~ed witl~ ~=~.5~w and 1=~.36w.
The speed of knocking disturbance obtained is 3630 feet per
second, which is probably more accurate than either the
value of 2640 feet per second or 3020 feet per second. The
speed of the knock disturbance of figures 10 and 11 appears
to be only of the order of tie speed of sound in the chamber.

Knock propagation rate, case 5.—Another photograph

f 2 3 4 5

showing a knock propagation ra~ of the lower order is’~sccn
in @ure 12, a reproduction of figure 10 of rcfcrcncc 7. As
was explained in reference 7, the camera was run in reverse
for the tr@ng of this shot and, inasmuch as the individual
frames are shown in the order in ivhich they were taken, tlm
frames are inverted and reversed from right to left rckttivo to
their a.ppemance in the other figures. The focal-plane~huthr
motion, however, was still in the direction from left to right
as seen in the figure, or in the direction from the previously
taken frames toward the frames yet to be taken.

The speed of the kuock propagation can be determined
very much more positively and simply in the case of Ilguro
12 than with my of the other figures. Frames C-3 to C-7
of this figure are shown enlarged in ligurc 13. Frame C-3
shows no evidence of knock, frame C-4 shows a well-defined
luminous region of approximately circular shape that cxtmds
upward to a considerably higher level in frnmc C-5, nnd
frame C+ shows a luminous spot just beginning to dm”eloy

6 7 8 9 10

F IGURI12.–Hfgh-speedmotionpicturesofpart of knockfng combustioncwlemongfnecylindersbowhgdetonationafterflnroefrorfhhadtrmereed all vlstbleperk ofcombustionchum
M-1 fnel;fourspnrk plugs. (Fig. 10ofreference7.) (Seefig.1Sfor enlnrgen!ent ofknockhwportion.]
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at the point p19. ~ vertical line DD has been drawn through
the point PIBin frame C-6 and similar lines DD have been
drawn through frames C-4 and C–5, in each case at the same
distance from the right-hand edge of the frame as in frame
C-6. In frames C-4 and C–5 the points PITand PIEhave been
selectecl on the line DD and at the boundary of the blurred
luminous region. & seen in the figure, a straight line EE
can be drawn through the points P17,PIS, and the; the speed
of propagation was therefore the same between times C-4
and C–5 as between frames C–5 and C-6. The points p17,
PM, and PIO all being at the same distance from the right-
hand edge of the frame, the actual speed of propagation
along the line DD was equal to the apparent speed and is
calculated to be 3400 feet per second, ody of the order of
the speed of sound in the chamber. (When a=90°, equation
(2) is indeterminate but equation (4) may be derived inde-
pendently in the form ~’= l“ for this special case.) The
true direction of travel of the knocking disturbance possibly
made a slight angle with the lines DD in figure 13, in which
case the true speed of propagation of the disturbance would
have been somewhat lees than the speed measured along the
lines DD. The fact that the circ~e of luminosity in frame
C-4 does not extend entireIy to either the right or the left
edge of the frame is clear evidence that the propagation rate
was far below o in the image and therefore far below 5500
feet per second in the combustion chamber. Under this
condition the origin of the knocki?ig disturbance was Deces-
sarily within the blurred huninous circle of frame C-4;
consequently, rectilinear travel of the disturbance from the
center to the point p19could not have been at an angle greater
than about 18° to the lines DD and the true propagation
speed could not have been less than 3400 cos 18° or about
3250 feet.per second. The values of 34OOfeet per second and
3250 feet per second in this case are not minimum values.
The propagation speed of the knocking disturbance as indi-
cated by tb developmentt of the blurred luminous zone was
definitely between these two speeds.

CORRELATIONOFRESULTS

Two of the determinations from the NACA photographs
have shown propagation speeds for the knocking disturbance
in excess of 5500 feet per second, one has shown a speed of
the order of 4500 feet per second, and two have shown speeds
somewhat over 3000 feet per second. The two determinations
of 5500 feet per second me definitely minimum speeds,
whereas one of the lower determinations established definite
upper and lower limits of 3400 feet per second and 3250 feet
per second. The discrepancy between these determinations is
approximately 2:1, but the difference nevertheless appears
to be real. Observation of hundreds of shots as motion pic-
tures projected on a screen at the rate of 16 frames per second
has revealed that extreme vmiat ion in knock-propagation
rates actually does exist. With violent knocks such as
that of figure 2 the explosive knock reaction appears quite
instantaneous, entirely too fast to be followed by eye. On
the other hand, knock has been obtained, in a large autoig-
nited end zone, so light that no gas vibrations are apparent.
In “this case the propagation of the explosive knock reaction
through the burning gases can be easily followed by eye and
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its speed appears to be even somewhat lower than 3000 feet
per second. Unfortunately, this very slow traveling knock
dieti.wbance is so di%use that its boundaries cannot be oh-
served in examination of individual frames, although. the
“spatially progressive reaction is observed unmistakably in
the integrated effect of numerous successive frames provided
by the motion-picture projector.

The propagation speeds in excess of 5500 feet per second
are of the correct order to be regarded as detonation wavesL._L
and are in agreement with the previously mentioned results
of Sokolik and Voinov (reference 5). A detonation wave,
however, should be expected to have lower propagation
speeds as the energy released in the wave front is diminished.
The propagation speeds ranging down to the speed of sound
may thus be explained on the basis of detonation waves
traveling through gases which have already released the
greater part of their chemical energy and which therefore
have little energy left to support a detonation -wave. The ,
speed of the detonation wave would be reduced as a functicu —
of the amount of energy released by autoignition or by after-
burning before the detonation wave was set up.

Knock propagation at speecls below the speed of sound
could not be explained on the basis of detonation waves.
Though the mean speed of sound in the chamber is about
3000 feet per second a.fter combustion is complete (reference
8), the speed of sound in the end gas just after the cletona-
tion wave has passed may be considerably below this value
for three reasons: First, the temperature of the later- .. .
burned parts of the charge is well known to be lower than
that in the earlier-burned parts of the charge because of
adiabatic comprwsion of the earlier-burned parts by the
later-burned parts (references 67 and 68); second, because
some stages of the burning may be completed a few micro-
seconds after the front of the detonation wave has passed
through the gas instead of immediatcly behind the wave
front; and, third, because the knock reaction is known to
render a part of the chemical energy unavailable, probably
because of liberation of free carbon (reference 66). In-
stances of speed of knock propagation somewhat below
3000 feet per second would therefore be entirely com-
patible with the cumbined autoignition and detonation-wave
theory. They would not be compatible with the simple
autoignition themy because this theory calls for simultaneous
ignition of end gas rather than a high speed of flame prop-
aa@ ion. The variable propagation rates are not ..com-
patible with the simple detonation-wave theory, that is,
with a theory independent of predetonation end-gas reaction,
because such variable rates require variable concentrations
of available energy explainable onIy by predetonation
reaction in the end gas.

CONCLUSIONS

Study of the available literature concerning spark-ignition
engine knock has led to the suggestion of a comb~ed ?@:_
ignition and detonation-wave theory according to which:

1. Knock of a comparatively low pitch maybe caused by
simple autoignit.ion of end gas at a rate too slow to produce
audible gas vibrations.
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2. Knock involving both low- and high-pitched tones n-Iay
be caused by tiutoignition foIlowed by the development of a
detonation wave in the autoignited gases.

3. Knock of high pitch may be caused by a detonation
wave in afterburning gases behind the flame front. This
detonation wave, having originated in the aftcrburning gases
behind the flame front, may also pass through unignited end
gas.

Application of a formula derived from an analysis of the
focal-plane-shutter effect of the NACM high-speed camera “to
five shots of knocking combustion taken with that camera
leads to the following conclusions concerning the explosive
knock reaction, which is the cause of knocking gas vibrations
as seen in the photographs:

(a) The explosive kno’cli reaction is actually a self-
propagating disturbance traveling through the last parts of
the gas to burn.

(b) The speed of the explosive knock reaction ranges ft,~m
about the speed of sound in the combustion chamber to
approximately twice the speed of sound.

(c) The speed range of the explosive knock reaction is
compatible with the proposed combined autoignition and
detonation-wave theory but not with either of the simple
theories of autoignition or detonation of the end gas.

AIRCRAFT ENGINE RESEARCH LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE AERONAUTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, December 6,1945.
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